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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF COMSAT LABORATORIES

This tenth in a series of annual reports summarizes our research and development activities

during the calendar year 1992, the 25th anniversary of the founding of COMSAT Laboratories.

The Laboratories conducts basic research and development to advance satellite communica-

tions technology. Elements of this R&D are funded by COMSAT World Systems and paid for

with revenues derived from international communications services carried via the Interna-

tional Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT). Work conducted on behalf of

other components of the corporation-COMSAT Mobile Communications, COMSAT Video

Enterprises, and COMSAT Systems Division is shareholder-funded. Documentation concern-

ing jurisdictional work (that is, work wholly or partially funded by the end user of the system)

is available to the public through the COMSAT Data Catalog, which announces the availability

of published papers and reports.

In 1992, the operating expenses for the Laboratories totaled $44 million. Nearly half of the

Laboratories revenues are derived from sources outside the corporation. The Labs performs

work on a regular basis for NASA, INTELSAT, and Inmarsat. Recently, COMSAT Laboratories has

pursued alliances with organizations that have similar goals, but that lack some of the Labs'

capabilities. The Labs has also begun supplying hardware for highly specialized applications,

and in cases where other suppliers do not exist.

Corporate funding for 1992 was divided among three areas: research (27 percent), develop-

ment (35 percent), and technical support (38 percent). Research funding is used to create new

technology, with the goal of improving communications systems over the long term. Develop-

ment efforts are directed toward nearer term applications and are undertaken by the Laborato-

ries on a contract-like basis with the various elements of the corporation. The balance of

corporate funding is for technical support performed to address immediate concerns regarding

technical issues such as systems outages.

The capabilities and products of COMSAT Laboratories are available to both commercial

and government enterprises. We invite further inquiry, and have listed persons to contact on

the inside back cover. As the Laboratories begins a second quarter-century of commitment to

international communications, its mission remains unchanged from that set forth at its incep-

tion: Technical Excellence in Systems, Services, and Products for Glohal Communications.
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HONORS & AWARDS

Jack Rieser, Manager of

the Voiceband Processing

Department in COMSAT

Laboratories' Communica-

tions Technology Division,

was the recipient of the

1992 Outstanding Achieve-

merit Award presented by

the American National Stan-

dards Institute (ANSI).

Mr. Rieser was recognized

for leading the team that de-

veloped ANSI Standard

T1.309-1990 for digital channel multiplication equipment

(DCME).

ANSI standards are used by manufacturers worldwide

to produce the equipment that becomes the fabric of the

global communications infrastructure. Recognition of Mr.

Rieser is also recognition of COMSAT as a leader of techni-

cal innovation in the communications industry.

PATENTS

Christine A. King, Man-

ager of the Systems Analysis

Software Department in the

System Development Divi-

sion (SDD) at COMSAT Labo-

ratories, was the recipient of

COMSAT Corporation's pres-

tigious President's Award,

for outstanding leadership of

her department. The award

is given periodically to a

COMSAT employee whose

work is judged to he exem-
plary and indispensible to the corporation.

As manager of her department , Ms. King developed and

maintained software systems critical to the planning and

evaluation of satellite networks . Her department is also re-

sponsible for research and application of state - of-the-art

software technology and interactive software systems, and

maintenance of an open architecture computer network.

The following is a list of U.S patents issued to employees of COMSAT Laboratories.

Earl, M., "Method for Rejuvenating Ni-H? Batteries," U.S. Patent

No. 5,100,745, issued March 31, 1992.

Upshur, I., and B. Geller, "Low-Loss 360° X-Band Analog Phase Shifter,"

U.S. Patent No. 5,1 19,050, issued June 2, 1992.

Geller, B., and A. Zaghloul, "Low-Noise Block Down-Converter for Direct Broadcast Satellite Re-

ceiver Integrated With a Flat Plate Antenna," U.S. Patent No. 5,125,109, issued June 23, 1992.

Zaks, C., "Carrier Signal Detection Circuit Featuring a Wide Range of Signal/Noise Performance,"

U.S. Patent No. 5,140,701, issued August 18, 1992.

Smith, T., H-C. Huang, and C-F 1. Lee,* "Non-Destructive Semiconductor Wafer Probing System

Using Laser Pulses to Generate and Detect Millimeter-Wave Signals," U.S. Patent No.

5,142,224, issued August 25, 1992.

Smith, T., "Planar-Doped Valley Field Effect Transistor (PDVFET)," U.S. Patent No. 5,151,7 58, is-

sued September 29, 1992.

*Non-COMSAT employee.
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1974 :

GMAT
Corporation was created in 1963, following passage

of the Communications Satellite Act, which President John F.

Kennedy signed into law in late 1962. Subsequently in 1964, the

International Telecommunications Satellite Organization

(INTELSAT) was formed to facilitate international comnmrlica-

tions between fixed points by satellite, and COMSAT was named

as its U.S. representative. Initialht, INTELSAT had 11 partici-

pants; this number has since grown to 125 member countries.

From its inception to 1979, COMSAT served as the technical

manager for INTELSAT. To help meet the challenges of this role,

COMSAT Laboratories was formed in 1967. Initially located in

Washington, D.C., the Labs moved to its present quarters in

Clarksburg, Maryland, in 1969. It currently has a staff of ap-

proximateht 300 and occupies about 250,000 square feet in build-

ings located on a 230-acre tract along Route 1-270. Since its es-

tablishnnent, COMSAT has been awarded 308 U.S. patents and

about 75 foreign patents on its inventions.

Over llle years, Laboratories engineers have worked to im-

prove the efficiency and quality of satellite communications.

Communication via radio links over satellites introduces unique

problems that do not exist in most other rrlodes of colnrnunica-

tion. The remoteness of the satellite relau station demands that

the spacecraft be reliable over its entire operating life. It must also

be capable of surviving passage through two harsh ellivirorllllellts:

the tremendous mechanical stresses of launch, and the vacuwrr o

space with its accompanying radiation. In addition, the unusu-

ally long distances that transmissions must travel introduce a

signal delay of nearly 0.25 second for each trip from earth to the

satellite and back, despite the high-velocity propagation of radio

1%5 • Early Bird launch , world 's first commercial
communications satellite

1970 • First version of echo canceller built
1970 • Torus antenna and unattended earth station
1972 • "Violet" silicon solar cell invented



25 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

I
COMSAT Laboratories'
prototype echo canceller.
Inset: As technology
advanced, the size of the
echo canceller was
reduced-from a nearly
6-foot-high rack, to tabletop
size, to hand size. The newest
echo cancellers made by
Coherent (not shown) will fit
into the palm of a hand.
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1976 as 1978 1980

In voice transmission , an echo is formed on the far end of the

satellite link and returns to the speaker after a delay of about

0.50 second. This produces an annoying distortion in speech

transmission. By applying adaptive digital techniques, Labs engi-

neers in 1970 developed an echo canceller that virtually elinii-

natt's this echo . Work continues today to awake these echo cancel-

lers compatible with equipment on circuits used for other types of

transmission , such as facsimile.

In the early 1970s , Labs engineers were experimenting with

the transmission and reception of communications signals over

satellites , using very small antennas , different frequencies, and

mobile earth stations. These experiments led to field trials that

paved the wily fc)r providing mobile maritime communications

services via satellite. The first field test using the Cunard QE2

demonstrated that voice , teletype , and facsimile could be sent via

satellite. The success of this trial quickly let to another trial, with

the hospital ship SS Hope . These were the beginnings of what

was to become Inrnarsat in 1976.

In the mid-1980s, COMSAT was success ful in its bid to design

and implement the ground segment and control station fir the

NASA Advanced Communications Satellite Technology (ACTS)

Program. The program , with a value of about S75 million, was

carried out over several years and involved all divisions within

the Laboratories . With the corporation moving into new, non-

regulated businesses , this program marked the beginning of a

steady climb toward generating more of the Laboratories' rev-

enues outside of the corporation.

To improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of satellite trans-

mission, one objective is to send as many carriers as possible

through a transponder without impairing transmission quality.

This requires filters with well-defined bandwidths and very sharp

1982

1972 • First field test of mobile maritime service on
board the Cunard QE2

1973 • Field trials performed on board SS Hope
1974 • SPADE, the world 's first international digital

voice communications service, provided
satellite circuits on demand

1977 • Small earth station used for disaster
communications during the Johnstown, PA,
flood





transitions from band pass to bandstop. Laboratories' scientists

have been developing arch fillers for several years and have

achieved significant reductions in size and mass without sacrific-

ing quality. They are now developing filters that emplotl the new

high-temperature superconductor technology to obtain even

greater savings.

in 1991, COMSAT was organized into five separate operating

divisions. COMSAT World Stistents (CWS) serves as the U.S.

Signatorit to INTELSAT; COMSAT Mobile Communications

(CMC) is the U.S. Signatory to Innrarsat; COMSAT Video Enter-

prises (CVE) delivers in-room entertainment progranuning and

hospitalitii services via satellite to hotels; and COMSAT Systems

Division (CSD) offers private satellite communications silstems

and services. The Laboratories is the central R&D organization

for these four divisions. Today the Laboratories comprises five di-

visions: Microwave Electronics, Satellite and Systems Technolo-

gies, Communications Technology, Network Technology, and

System Development.

To increase the applications for state-of-the-art technology, the

resources of CSD and the Laboratories were merged in late 1992

to create COMSAT Technology Services (CTS). This action coin-

cided with the Laboratories' evolution toward serving an increas-

ing number (f customers outside the corporation.

To expand technical knowledge and the understanding of cvm-

nunications satellites internationally, COMSAT Laboratories

originated the first journal devoted exclusively to satellite corn-

munica.tions technology and stiste,ns. In the 22 years since the

first issue appeared, COMSAT Tech iical Review (CTR) has

published nearby 400 papers and notes initiated bii members of

COMSAT's professional staff and collaborators, and has helped to

spread COMSAT's reputation for R&D excellence worldwide. A

five-issue series is now in production that focuses on the

I'll Vv
I I

1977 • Prototype Ni-H2 battery launched on Navy
satellite NTS-2

1984 • Ground elements of NASA Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite contract
awarded to COMSAT

1985 • Protoype 140-Mbit/s modem built
1986 • Digital speech interpolation system offers 40%

increase in international telephone traffic over
satellite links
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1992
INTFLSAT VI satellites, from their conception, through design

and testing*, to hi iili,i successful in-orbit operation. Also

discussed are system applications and the first commercial imple-

mentation of satellite-switched time-division multiple access

(SSTDMA). Today, CTR reaches scientists and engineers in more

than 70 countries, presenting state-of-the-art advances, trends,

and applicationns of communications technology in support of ail

expanding market for communications services in the global

conumnunit y.

The Laboratories is active in furthering technical advances in

community and educational areas as well. It is host to the 4-H

Adventures in Science program, which matches volunteer scien-

tists and professionals with children ages 8 to 15 and their par-

ents for extracurricular, hands-on participation in science and

technology projects.

Through the Maryland Industrial Partnerships (MIPS) pro-

gram, flit, Laboratories staff has carried out joint research pro-

grams with the University of Maryland. MIPS fosters the conr-

mercialiation of technology and economic progress in the state of

Maryland by teaming local companies and U of M researchers on

development projects. In 1992, COMSAT was recognized for its

program to develop non-destructive, optical methods for quickly

and accurately characterizing microwave devices and monolithic

microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) before they are separated

from the wafer. These methods should result in significant cost

savings for large-volume MMIC production.

From "Then" to "Now," spanning 25 years and extraordinart/

achievcmrents, COMSAT has been on the leading edge of satellite

communications teclmologii. The following pages offer COMSAT

Laboratories' state-of-the-art systems, services, and products for

global commmunications-the present made possible by

CONISAT's pioneering past.

1989 • Image processing simulation facility used to
develop broadcast-quality video compression
systems

1990 • COMSAT Labs, MIT Lincoln Lab, and AT&T Bell
Labs collaborate to achieve revolutionary
microwave filter development

1991 • IOTT flown aboard ITALSAT-first known use of
MMIC technology in commercial spacecraft

1992 • 5.5-meter ACTS antenna



MED
LU MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS

The Microwave Electronics Division

(MED) specializes in the development

and production of monolithic microwave

integrated circuit (MMIC) products for

commercial and government system ap-

plications such as communications and

radar. MMIC components are being in-

serted into next-generation commmica-

tions satellites to improve system afford-

abilihl, reliabilitil, size, weight, and

performance. Such components are

expected to plait an important role

in inrplernenting new satellite capabili-

ties, through their use in intersatellite

microwave links and electronically/

configurable/steerable antemaa beams.

Satellites with multibeam capabilities

can be used to reroute traffic and thus

increase system capacity. MED's verti-

cally integrated M,btIC production ser-

vices include chip/component design,

fabrication, packaging, testing, and

space qualification.

MILLIMETER-WAVE MMI CS

COMSAT Laboratories has become

a recognized leader in the design and

production of millimeter-wave MMIC

components through .MED's involve-

ment in high-profile government

MMIC chip/module programs in the

role of prime contractor, subcontrac-

tor, or team member with aerospace

systems houses. As a subcontractor to

the Harris Corporation, COMSAT is

developing for Rome Air Develop-

merit Center an extremely high-

frequency translator (EFT) that up-

converts lower-frequency synthesized

signals to V-band frequencies for fu-

ture intersatellite link applications.

MED's approach to EFT design al-

lows several critical RF signal process-

ing functions to be integrated in a

single small housing, thereby reducing

mass, size, and complexity. Eleven

MMICs are used in the module assem-

bly. The design incorporates several

advanced concepts, including all-

MMIC implementation of multipliers,

mixers, and amplifiers; 0.25-Nm gate

length pseudomorphic high-electron-

mobility transistors (P-HEMTs); and

passive mixers for low spurious output

and low DC power consumption.

One of the main goals of the EFT

project was to develop a millimeter-

wave up-converter that accepts

microwave-trequency signals from

An extremely lugh-

frequency transla-

tor module

populated with

P-I I EMT-based

1VMMICs, for use in

future intersatellite

links at V-band.

The EFT incorpo-

rates multipliers,

mixers, and

amplifiers fabri-

cated by electron-

beam lithocrraphy

to achieve 0?5-1u11

gate lengths.

12



an existing frequency synthesizer

developed by Harris and outputs

two V-hand signals, one at about

55 GHz and one at about 61 GI-Iz.

Using a waffle-line RE interconnect,

the baseband/RF portion of the syn-

thesizer was designed to easily ac-

conimodate up-converters for other

millimeter-wave bands. MED devel-

oped two &IMIC, Ka-band frequency

doublers; two V-band MMIC mixers;

and all of the necessary passive com-

ponents such as filters, transitions,

feedthroughs, and interconnects. The

measured RF output from the transmit

and receive local oscillator ports

showed spurious noise signals at the

translated frequency that were down

22 dB from the primary signal.

W-BAND INTEGRATED POWER

Movul V

MED technicians produce gallium arsenide zaafers, each

consisting of 150 to 600 monolithic microzc.wavc integrated

circuits. Production takes place inside class 100 clean-rooms

to ensure Iriglr zoati'r Yield.

based on a disk-type varactor diode

with optimized structure, dimension,

and doping concentration. In a dem-

onstration, the millimeter-wave dou-

bler achieved a record performance

of 65-mW saturated power output. It

exhibits a maximum efficiency of

25 percent (6-dB conversion loss),

with associated output power of
55 mW.

Again using millimeter-wave tech-

nology, MED engineers developed a

four-stage, 47-GHz power amplifier

MMIC chip. This chip exhibits

165-mW output power with an asso-

ciated gain of 14.2 dB-the highest

gain and complexity achieved for a

single MMIC chip at U-band. The

four-way combined-power amplifier

using these chips demonstrates out-

put power of 460 mW, with associ-

ated gain of 16.6 dB. The saturated

output power of the 47-GFIz ampli-

fier exceeds 0.6 W. These values also

Lam--. ^I

IED has successfully designed Photomicrographs of millimeter zz az e gallium arsenide M MICs that exhibit record-
and fabricated a W-band MMIC fre- setting performance . The disk tripe nuractor diode optimized for lh' baud frequency
quency doubler for missile-seeker ap- doubling ( left) and the four-stage 47 - GHz integrated power amplifier chip (right) are

intended fm missile seeker applications.plications, using a novel approach
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The completed W-band irrtet?rated power module produces 90 mW of output power

rritlr an associated gain of 29 dB at 94 GHz.

represent record power and gain at

U-band.

To achieve usable power and gain

for a 94-GHz seeker system, an inte-

grated power module was developed

that employs a 0.5-W, 47-GHz power

amplifier to drive two-way combined

94-GI lz M.MIC doublers. The module

achieved output power of 90 mW

with an associated gain of 29 dB-

unparalleled output power and gain

at 94 GHz for metal-semiconductor

field-effect transistor (MESFET) tech-

nology.

SPACE-Q LIALI FI Ell

COMPONENTS

COMSAT 's pioneering efforts led to

the first use of MMICs in a commercial

satellite via in-orbit test transponders

that were developed in the Labs' Sat-

ellite and Systems Technologies Divi-

sion and flown on ITAI SAT satellites.

Currently, MED is producing compo-

nents such as channel amplifiers and

attenuators for use on the N-Star,

Superbird, and INTELSAI VII satellites.

C-BAND SOLID-STATE POWER

A.% IITI YER

Reduced mass, lower power con-

sumption, and increased reliability

are all achievable in power amplifiers

that have full solid-state design. For

the satellite market, MED is develop-

ing a C-band (3.6- to 4.2-GHz) solid-

state power amplifier (SSPA) that

exhibits 50-dB gain at 1.8-W high-

linearity output power and 35-percent

power-added efficiency (PAE).

In order to achieve the required

linearity at C-band, the doping profile

of a power FET was optimized. (No

FETs available on the open market

were found that have the necessary

performance characteristics.) The op-

timized FET, with a gate periphery of

5.1 mm, operating in a single-ended

amplifier circuit, produces more than

1 W Of output power with 60-percent

PAEat4GHz.

MED engineers used the measured

RF characteristics of the newly opti-

mized FE Fs to develop a hybrid mi-

crowave integrated circuit (`SIC)

power amplifier design for the last

two stages of the SSPA. The first of

these stages uses Iwo cells to drive

Two types ofMM /C linearizers were de sig ned f or the solid-state power amplifier: The

bottom drip is the version used in the C-band SSPA, while the top chip is used in an

integ rated amplifier. Both chips are pictured atop a 29c U .S. postage stamp.

MMICs and related components

will greatly enhance the capabilities

of space-based applications it they

can be made more reliable and have

less mass than the items they replace.

Drawing from C)MSAT's experience

with space-related technology, MED

has established a proven procedure

for qualifying payload hardware, and

has qualified its MMIC fabrication line

for the production of space-qualified

chips.

14



the last stage, which consists of two

chips containing three cells each.

Simulations of the final two stages

showed a small-signal gain of 27 dB,

which will compress 3 dB at the

rated output power. The rest of the

module consists of low-power drivers

and a linearizer to improve the dis-

tortion characteristics of the SSPA.

The low-power gain stages employ

several MMIC amplifiers to boost the

overall gain of the SSPA to 50 dB, as

well as to compensate for the losses

in the linearizer.

All SSPAs produce distortion when

operated at or near their maximum

efficiency point. The linearizer is an

MMIC chip whose function is to re-

move (at least partially) this distor-

tion. The particular type of linearizer

used in the SSPA is called a "predis-

tortion" linearizer because it actually

introduces its own distortion, which

is adjusted to cancel the distortion

created by the amplifier. The particu-

lar approach used makes use of a

gallium arsenide MMESFE1 as the non-

linear element and a pair of lumped-

element branchline couplers to

present good impedance matches at

both the input and output.

The gate bias circuit is designed so

that gate current will not affect the

bias point of the FE I when it reaches

saturation. The package floor is con-

structed of metal matrix materials to

reduce weight while maintaining

3 4 5

high thermal conductivity. The SSPA

will be hermetically sealed. The com-

plete SSPA will be space-qualified in a

package not exceeding 2 x 1 x 0.2 in.

To demonstrate performance, 75 am-

plifiers will be assembled and tested

as a phased-array antenna.

CUSTOM HIGII-

PERFORMANCE MODULES

Although a primary benefit of

MMIC technology is its ability to pro-

duce large numbers of identical units,

there is also a significant advantage to

be realized by fabricating custom

components for specialized applica-

tions. COMSAT' s fully vertically inte-

grated facility for MMIC production

results in a greater likelihood of suc-

cess , particularly for customized

units.

X-BAND POWER MODULE FOR HIGH-

POWER PHASED-Ai 1Lo RADAR

With COMSAT's recent develop-

ment of an MMIC-based 10-W power

module, an X-band phased-array ra-

clar system with output power in kilo-

watts is now feasible. This high-

power nodule was achieved by

combining two 5-W amplifiers, each

consisting of a dual-stage driver

MMIC and two sets of dual-stage

power MMICs, in a single package.

Fabrication yields for the 5-W MMICs

were consistently high, reflecting

6 7 8
Lot

9 10 11 12

77te I O-W X-band pozver amplifier uses

offset Wilkinson combita'rs and two sets

of dual -sta c power NIMICs to combine

the output of two 5-W MVU'tIC amplifiers.

their robust design and the well-

controlled fabrication process.

Power-combining of the 5AW' am-

plifiers was achieved with offset

Wilkinson combiners. The finished

10-VV module consists of the six

MMICs and combiner networks in a

hermetic package. At 10AW' output

power, typical PAE is 27 percent, with

an associated gain of 29.5 dB.

Ku-BAND P-HLMT INTEGRATED

RECEIVER

During 1992, MED developed a

Ku-hand integrated receiver that is

optimized for future satellite nulti-

beam/multicarrier and phased-array

antenna applications. The use of

P-HEMT and space-qualified MMIC

13 14

74%
Consistently

DC yields ((eeral'e

74 percent) and

0 DC Yield 0 Overall Yield ( including RF test & QA inspection)

final RF yields

(average 44 per-

44% coif) were

obtained from

set'eral fabrication

runs of the 5-W

X-band ATMICs.

These circuits are

suitablefor space-

f)ic>ht qualification.

15



Ku-band integrated receiver.

Inset: A local oscillator, a buffer

mnpl iflcr, and a mixer arc combined

on one MMIC used in the receiver.

technology for the receiver offers im-

proved performance uniformity, as

well as reduced mass and volume,

compared to the MIC approach.

Communications capacity can thus

be increased without additional mass.

P-HEMT-based MMIC components

developed for the 14/4-GHz receiver

include a low-noise amplifier (LNA),

a mixer, and a local oscillator. The

LNA provides a noise temperature

about 50 K lower than that of its

MESFET counterpart; the mixer em-

ploys a pair of P-HEMTs operating in

passive mode and balanced configu-

ration to achieve low spurious per-

formance and high linearity; and the

X-hand local oscillator consists of a

P-HE'v1F voltage-controlled oscillator

stabilized by a dielectric resonator

and phase-locked to a crystal oscilla-

tor. A buffer amplifier enables the lo-

MED's P-HEMT-

based loin-noise

amplifier produces

30-dB gain from

18 to 22 GH-7,

with low noise

figures between
2,5 and 3.0 dB.

cal oscillator to provide sufficient

drive for the mixer, as well as good

isolation between the oscillator and

the mixer. For improved matching

and reduced loss, the oscillator,

buffer amplifier, and mixer are com-

bined on one MMIC chip. Typical

measured performance for the inte-

grated receiver is greater than 30-dB

conversion gain and less than 2.5-dB

noise figure over the 14.0- to

14.5-GHz band.

20-GHL Loww-NcoisL AMPUFIFF

LNAs are critical components of

receivers because they allow the de-

tection of very low-level signals. The

most important performance param-

eters of LNAs are noise figure and

gain. The noise figure is a measure of

the degree to which noise generated

internally in the device will corrupt

--------,

Gain (dB) 30
5

4
Noise Figure (dB)

3ON

118 19 20

Frequency (GHz)

20

10

21 22

F 11116111q^& I

&AA A Jhk, bk% .

This packaged K-band low-noise

amplifier was developed for downlink

applications in commercial and mililarr/

satelli tes.

even the most noise-free received sig-

nal, while the gain is a measure of

the signal amplification.

MED has been developing LNAs at

frequencies up to 60 GHz, and has

recently completed the development

of a single-chip MMIC [NA for the

20-GHz satellite downlink band,

which is used for both commercial

and military communications appli-

cations. The chip dimensions are

1.5 x 3.9 mnm. The circuit utilizes

P-HFMTs developed by ,MED. It per-

forms better and is smaller and lighter

weight than the mic ronvave inte-

grated circuit version it replaces.

10



COMSAT's booth at the 1992 IEEE International Microwazre Silmposirun in Albuquerque-MEL) showcased its highly reliable,

space-qualified nucrowaz'e and rnillinreter-ware components . Visitors from defense, commercial , and satellite industries had an

opportunity to discuss their applications for microwave products with COMSAT representatives.
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SSTD
SATELLITE & SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGIES
The Satellite and Si/stems Technologies

Division (SSTD) conducts R&D, St/S-

terns engineering, and analysis on all

aspects of satellite communications tech-

nologies, and produces space-qualified

hardware. Division work encompasses

definition of next-generation satellite

systems development of nndtibeam an-

tennas and onboard RF processing hard-

ware; and design and delivery of re-

peater subsystems, antennafeeds, and

components; and propagation studies.

SSTD also desk ns and installs turnkey

st/stems for in-orbit test and system per-

formance monitoring. SSTD's resources

include state-of-the-art computers and

software, as well as a modern Design

and Fabrication Center. 'These capabili-

ties enable SSTD engineers to engage in

technical prodgrams from initial concept

development to final product realization.

Such broad involvement in satellite sys-

tems and hardware provides 1he,firunda-

tion fora variety of st/Stems studies and

consulting services.
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ANTENNAS

SSTD is COMSAI' s primary in-

house source for design and engineer-

ing of satellite and earth station anten-

nas, which are a key contributor to

overall communications system

capacity.

An active phased array capable of

generating a number of high-gain

narrow beams at C-hand is being de-

veloped to meet future INTLLSAT re-

quirements for flexible capacity allo-

cation . The array is intended for

spacecraft applications and uses

lightweight , printed-circuit elements

arranged in a highly modular struc-

ture, along with efficient distributed

solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAs).

The amplitude and phase aperture

distribution necessary for the array to

produce the eight beams is achieved

through a highly integrated beam-

forming matrix ( BFM) consisting of

eight independent parallel beam-

forming networks connected in an

8-input , 69-output crossbar configu-

ration . In the C-band BFM currently

under development, monolithic mi-

crowave integrated circuit (MMIC)

phase shifters and attenuators, along

with their digital control circuits, are

integrated into separate modules lo-

cated at the matrix crosspoints.

The BFM 's modular design allows

for relatively low-risk manufacturing

and facilitates scaling to different

numbers of elements and beams, as

well as to other frequency bands,

thus reducing the development costs

for custom units. Modularity also fa-

cilitates testing, which reduces the

manufacturing cost and schedule risk

for production.

This array, under

developmentfor

COMSAT World

Systems, consists

of 69 dual circu-

larl t/ polarized

elements and

produces eight

beams that can be

steered iudcgren-

dentl y and/or

Simultaneouslt/.



The validity of these tools had been

demonstrated on previously devel-

oped arrays. The performance of a di-

rect radiating array can be predicted

by using the ARRAY software, while

the performance of an array-fed re-

flector system can be evaluated using

the General Antenna Program (GAP).

An assembled Ku-hand active phased array produces four

simmtltateously/independentl y steerable linearly polarized

beams using a BFM with MMIC phase shifters.

The 24 outputs of

this BFM with

inteErated MM!C

phase shifters feed

SSPAs, which in

turn feed the

radiating horns of

a Ku-band active

phased array.

The Inmarsat-3 multibeam com-

munications payload includes a

multimatrix, multibeam transmit sub-

system. To maintain the high quality

of signals transmitted by this system,

the hardware components must

maintain uniform performance over

the design lifetime of the satellite. In

order to accurately predict potential

performance degradations resulting

from hardware imperfections, a soft-

ware simulation model that can ana-

lyze a multimatrix multibeam system

was developed.

The simulation software model

can be used to validate,/verify the

Inmarsat-3 L-hand transmit subsystem

during the operational lifetime of the

satellite series. Also, should anoma-

lies occur in the spot-beam antenna

patterns, beam-to-beam isolation, or

spot beam carrier-to-intermodulation

ratio (C/I), this model can help to

identify the hardware that may he the

source of the observed anomaly. Fur-

ther, the C/I prediction capability can

be used to optimize transponder load-

ing for a specified C/I performance.

Several earth station antenna pro-

grams are currently under way in

SS1 D, including a dual C- and

Ku-band feed. This feed has eight

rectangular waveguide input/output

ports and provides opposite-sense

circularly polarized signals in the

4- and 6-GHz bands, as well as
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An active phased array with 24

horn elements operating at Ku-band

was completely assembled in 1992.

The four-beam, 24-element array in-

cludes the radiating elements, a

4 x 24 BFM, SSPAs, and the associated

cooling system. The RFM provides

complete power sharing among the

four beams.

The BFM and power amplifiers

were characterized extensively to en-

sure the uniformity of various signal

paths through the array elements for

the different beams. In 1993, the ar-

ray will be tested under multibeam

conditions for radiation patterns and

system performance, including bit er-

ror rate, signal-to-noise ratio, and

intermodulation components.

Comprehensive software tools de-

veloped at COMSAT were used to

analyze and optimize the perfor-

mance of the active phased array.



LMA (NMA)

Linear (non-linear)
Matrix Amplifier

Models amplitude
and phase of BFM.

amplifiers, and
ONET.

orthogonal linear polarizations in the

1 1- and 14-GHz bands. A four-band

corrugated-wall feed horn was also

designed. A unique unity-coupler ap-

proach is used to couple the Ku-band

signals, and arrays of small coupling

holes are used to couple from radially

disposed rectangular WR75 wave-

guides into a 2.125-in.-diameter

waveguide. This waveguide couples

the 1 1- and 14-GHz bands into a

common circular waveguide carrying

the C-band energy. The configuration

achieves excellent mode purity of the

Ku-band energy and is also amenable

to other dual-band an(] wideband

feed applications, as well as higher-

order mode TE 21 tracking couplers.

In addition, a special-purpose feed

for compact and near-field ranges

GAP

General Antenna
Program

Models reflector
geometry and feed

characteristics.

was developed for the National Insti-

tute of Standards and Iechnology

(NIST) and Nearfield Systems, Inc.

In a related effort, a C-band com-

pact diplexer is being developed for

smaller-diameter, front-fed reflector

earth station antennas and for pos-

sible use as a feed for future dual-

polarized 4/6-GHz offset reflector

satellite antennas. The compactness

of the COMSAT Laboratories coaxial

waveguide diplexer is a primary fac-

tor in realizing a small, lightweight

network with high polarization purity

for satellite operation. The diplexer is

used in numerous earth station anten-

nas, including special-purpose high-

performance antennas such as INTEL-

SAT in-orbit test antennas at Paumalu,

Hawaii, and Clarksburg, Maryland,

This high-pother TE21 Kit-band tracking coupler,

custo►nized for Radiation Systems, Inc., was deigned
using tlit' unittt-coupler approach.

AOR-W

5 Spot Beams for Each
Satellite Location.

8 Combined Beams for
4 Satellite Locations.

ACP

Antenna Coverage
Program

Generates beam
contours on earth
maps for multiple
satellite locations.

This software

simulation model,

together with

COMSAT's GAP

and ACP software,

can predict spot-

beam antenna

patterns, antenna

fitr-field contours

of the intermodula-

tion components,

and C/t's in the

patterns.

and Inmarsat tracking, telemetry, and

command (TT&C) antennas at Beijing,

China; Fucino, Italy; and Southbury,

Connecticut.

Another SSTD specialty is retrofit-

ting existing earth station antennas for

new INTELSAT or Inmarsat applica-

tions. Retrofitting antennas for new

frequency bands and/or different po-

larization requirements is generally

far less expensive than procuring and

erecting new antennas. As part of

these retrofits, antennas are fully mea-

sured and documented for accep-

tance by IN TULSA! or Inmarsat. The

full-performance antenna at Santa

Paula, California, was recently retro-

fitted for dual-polarized operation

with the Inmarsat-3 satellite series,

and also as a Pacific Ocean Region

TT&C antenna.

Precision gain calibration of earth

station antennas, using radio star flux

sources, is also provided. The Inmar-

sat TT&C antennas at Southbury, Con-

necticut, and Santa Paula, California,

were precision calibrated in 1992 for

measurement of satellite parameters.

An on-site antenna verification

system was developed to test earth

station antennas for entrance into the

INTELSAT operating system. The verifi-

cation system includes a PC-controlled

spectrum analyzer and other test

equipment to conduct a variety of

microwave antenna measurements,



including noise temperature, radio

star gain-to-noise temperature ratio

(G/T) data, star ephemeris calcula-

tions, radiation patterns, and return

loss. The ability to perform psuedo-

swept frequency noise temperature

measurements has been beneficial in

improving the accuracy of G/T mea-

surements, and in the subsequent

gain calibration of Inmarsat and

INTELSAT earth station antennas. In

1992, antenna test evaluation pro-

grams at COMSAI Labs and various

remote sites were conducted for

I lughes Network Systems, AT&T,

Teletronics, CGE America Communica-

tions, Andrew Corporation, and the

Naval Observatory.

SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD

The payload of a spacecraft com-

prises communications-carrying (as

opposed to housekeeping) functions.

Because the spacecraft is not acces-

sible for repair in geosynchronous

orbit, payload components must

perform reliably for about 1 5 years.

SSTD personnel continuously work

to develop highly reliable compo-

nents with optimum performance

characteristics.

For more than 20 years, COMSAT

Laboratories has maintained a leader-

ship position in developing payload

components for satellite communica-

tions. Original, innovative research

has led to significant savings in tran-

sponder mass and volume, which are

critical parameters in the design of

communications satellites. For ex-

ample, optimum-response filters are

efficiently designed and tuned with

the aid of COMSAT's high-precision

mathematical models and software.

Recent R&D has focused on multi-

mode, active, microwave nionolithic

and superconducting filters. Accom-

plishments include the design and re-

alization of the first successful high-

tenmperature superconducting

When COMSAT's

coupled -line, six-

pole elliptic

microst rip filter is

manufactured

using super-

Col till clirl Pint

tedulologl/, its

performance

characleristics will

be comparable

with those of the

Iarger six-pole

dielectrically

loaded filter.

microwave filter, the first quadruple-

mode multiplexer, and the first hexa-

mode filter, as well as pioneering

contributions to MMMIC active filter de-

sign and fabrication.

During 1992, SS I D developed

two new techniques for the analysis

and design of miniature filters with

transmission zeros, such as the

multicoupled microstrip line and

the dual-plane filter. 1 hose filter cir-

cuit configurations are suitable for

both miniaturization of moderate-

bandwidth conventional filters and

realization of superconducting

narrowband filters. Comparison of

measured results with closed-form

design equations derived directly

from electromagnetic field solutions

has demonstrated a high degree of

accuracy. fhree prototype units were

successfully designed and built to

validate this approach: a four-pole,

elliptic L-band microstrip filter; a six-

pole, quasi-elliptic, coupled-line fil-

ter; and a four-pole, elliptic, L-hand,

dual-plane filter.

SS I D has also focused on develop-

ing highly reliable components for

satellite and ground applications.

During 1992, COMSAT was under

contract with Alcatel Espace to de-

liver 80 MMIC, Ku-band, I-W SSPA

modules for a communications satel-

lite phased-array antenna. This pro-

gram required the development and

implementation of M,\,MIC driver and

power chips, and full documentation

of assembly and test procedures.

Performance uniformity among

all modules is critical to active array
applications. Key elements include

process-insensitive MMIC designs with

DC and RF on-wafer probe capability,

A metal cover

protects the .MM IC

section of the SSPA

module, tallith

consists of a

sitlgle-stage driver

amplifier followed

by it ta'o-stage

potter amplifier.

1'hc bias supplies

are integrated on

the carriers, exter-

nal to the Cover.
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and a production/assembly proce-

dure with full traceability. Completed

modules are tested using a computer-

controlled system for small- and

large-signal module-level measure-

ments. The test system is also capable

of storing and reporting test data.

The gain flatness for each ampli-

fier module is within ±0.5 dB across

a 2-GHz band. Other key perfor-

mance features are a peak power-

added efficiency of 30 percent and

c/I linearity greater than 15 dB,

which are crucial to successful opera-

tion in a rnulticarrier communications

environment.

For the past 4 years, SSTD has been

developing space-qualified MMIC

components for satellite payloads. For

Space Systems Loral, SSTD continues

to provide space-qualified Ku-band

MMIC 130-dB) gain modules and

MMIC digital attenuators (24-dB range

and 1-d3 resolution) for N-Star satel-

lites. Under a second contract, SSTD

has delivered ,MMIC C-band (30-dB)

gain modules and MMMIC digital at-

tenuators for INTELSAT VII-A series sat-

ellites. COMSAT is also under contract

to deliver a second flight-unit in-orbit

test transponder for ITALSAT.

IN-ORBIT TFSTIN(, & MONITORING

Even though every effort is made

to produce a perfectly operating

spacecraft, it must still be thoroughly

tested in orbit before it can accept

traffic. Because of the significant in-

vestment required to build and

launch a spacecraft, it is important to

achieve operating status quickly.

For the past 20 years, SS 11) per-

sonnel have pioneered techniques for

testing satellite transponders in

orbit. Starting with IN I ELSAT IV-A,

computer-controlled microwave

measurement equipment and in-orbit

test measurements have been con-

tinuously perfected and expanded.

SSTD has also designed, developed,

fabricated, and installed comnutnica-
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In addition to enhanced reliability and reduced mass, SSTD's representative Ku-band

MA^11C modules exhibit vert/good performance urrifornritt/.

Lions systems monitoring equipment,

such as the INTELSA I TDMA system

monitor, to oversee numerous opera-

tional satellite networks.

Transponders must be tested prior

to initial operational deployment and

throughout the satellite's lifetime. In-

orbit testing is performed periodically

for acceptance testing, anomaly in-

vestigation, and routine monitoring.

SSTD designs, fabricates, installs, and

tests turnkey computer-controlled, au-

tomated measurement systems for

communications satellite owners and

operators such as INTELSAT, GTE, and,

recently, the European Telecom-

munications Satellite Organization

)IUTELSAI). Current systems execute

multiuser, multitasking, UNIX-based,

software-controlled microwave mea-

surements under operator control

through easy-to-use, point-and-click

windows.

Although in-orbit test systems are

custom-built for specific customers,

much of the required functionality is

common to all of the systems. Be-

cause of the cost, effort, and time re-

quired to develop software that per-

forms system control, automated

measurement, user interfacing, and

data processing for custom-built sys-

tems, SSTD has focused its efforts on

building an engineered platform of in-

tegrated, pre-tested modules with a

high level of code reusability from

one system to another. This approach

facilitates development of in-orbit test

measurements and complete systems,

resulting in decreased cost and time

to deployment, while providing a

flexible and functionally rich system

capability that includes extensive net-

working support.

This engineered platform ap-

proach was employed successfully

on two recent systems: a turnkey sys-

tem for EUTELSAT and the RF Termi-

nal Supervisor (RITS) for the NASA

Ground Station of the Advanced

Communications Technology Satel-

lite Program (ACTS). The LUTELSAI

system is currently being used to test

second-generation F-1, F-2, F-3, and

F-4 communications satellites.

The ACTS RI TS remote control ca-

pability will enable operators in New

Jersey-equipped with a workstation

running software created by SSTD,

and a wide-area network connection

to NASA's Lewis Research Center

(LeRC)-to access the same control

and status functions as station opera-

tors at LeRC. This remote capability is

particularly important when LeRC is

unstallfed.

To enhance the functionality and

performance of in-orbit test systems,

SSLD continues to develop computer-

assisted microwave measurement

techniques that exploit new instru-

mentation and the computational

power available from low-cost work-

stations. For example, in 1992 SST D,

working with IUTELSA I, developed a

new technique that measures a satel-
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lite's antenna contour from a single

earth station site by clewing the space-

craft and measuring the received

signal . Post-measurement processing

in the workstation correlates the re-

ceived signal as a function of time

with the telemetry stream received

from the satellite during the measure-

ment. This technique is simpler,

easier , and less costly than traditional

multisite measurement techniques

that use a mobile earth station to con-

duct measurements.

SPACECRAFT BLIS

The spacecraft bus is the mechani-

cal structure that houses the primary

and secondary power sources, fuel,

and propulsion for stationkeeping

and attitude control, as well as the

thermal control subsystem.

COMMAND & CONTROL

AUTOMATION

SSTD is actively investigating auto-

mation techniques and technologies

for more effective spacecraft com-

mand and control. The Division has

developed a demonstration expert

system that can aid in diagnosing

anomalies in the attitude determina-

tion and control system of a represen-

tative spacecraft.

SS TD has found that neural net-

work approaches are promising for

determining whether certain onboard

equipment is exhibiting anomalous

behavior, based on real-time telem-

etry data. Four diverse neural net-

work paradigms-multilayer hack-

propagation, adaptive resonance

theory, counter-propagation, and

learning vector quantization-were

used with a programmable coproces-

sor board that plugs into a personal

computer. Actual telemetry data were

used to compare the networks' per-

formance in terms of accuracy and

training time. Both the adaptive reso-

nance theory and the learning vector

quantization networks yielded satis-

factory results.

During 1992, SSTD began devel-

oping a satellite processor test bed to

investigate the complex hardware

and software issues related to satellite

A COMSAT team performs clean-room assembly of Might hardware for the ITALSAT in-orbit test transponder (IOTT), which

features COMSAT's MMIC Ku-band amplifiers and lightweight waz'eguide filters.



An engineer tests a dissolved positive battery cell plate For chemical composition and

impurities in SSTD's electrochemical bat tern/ anahhis laboratory.

onboard processing. In operating

large fleets of satellites, IN I E LSA T and

Inmarsat require greater satellite au-

tonomy to reduce the workload on

operations personnel. A centralized

satellite processor using today's more

advanced microprocessors can

handle many functions that previ-

ously required larger and heavier

hardware units. The use of a central-

ized microprocessor to implement

onboard satellite bus functions has

become critical as more autonomous

satellites are required to reduce

ground support.

storage. Batteries continue to be a po-

tentially life-limiting component in

spacecraft. As such, the investigation of

electrochemical batteries is a predomi-

nant concern in energy storage R&D.

ELECTROCHEMICA1 . BATTERY

DEVI LO!'MLNT

COMSAT Laboratories maintains

extensive facilities and personnel ca-

pabilities in the power system area.

The disciplines covered are solar ar-

rays, power electronics, and energy
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The INTELSAT V l test battery

contributes to better understand-
ing of voltage degradation mecha-
nisms and to the development of
in-orbit battery management and
life-etiensiou techniques.

The Laboratories pioneered the de-

velopment of nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H 2)

battery cells, the energy storage tech-

nology currently used on satellites.

During 1992, SSTD continued to ad-

vance the development of a lighter

and smaller common-pressure-vessel

version of this battery with an im-

proved cycle life.

SSTD is also developing new tech-

niques for in-orbit battery manage-

ment to extend battery lifetimes be-

yond the satellite design. During

ongoing battery life testing, some

Ni-H) battery cells began to exhibit

suppressed end-of-discharge volt-

ages, which were similar to the volt-

age degradation first observed in cer-

tain cells in the INTELSAT V life test

battery.

The mechanism responsible for

the voltage degradation was identi-

fied by fitting valves onto the fill

tubes of both normal and anomalous

cells and cycle-testing them in the

simulated geostationary earth orbit

(GEO) regime. A resulting accumula-

tion of water in the anomalous cells

indicated that water loss from the

electrode stack was responsible for

the voltage anomaly.

A technique based on the en-

hanced vapor diffusion of displaced



water returning to the stack was de-

veloped for in-orbit batteries and

implemented through ground com-

mand procedures. It is now per-

formed routinely to rejuvenate batter-

ies with cells that exhibit water loss

and subsequent voltage degradation.

The charge efficiency for flight-

configuration INTELSAT VI Ni-H22 cells

was determined as a function of over-

charge with concurrent measurement

of heat rate in a radiative calorimeter.

The study showed that a recharge ra-

tio of 1.045 was not only adequate to

maintain the voltage, but also en-

abled operation of the battery at high

charge efficiency with minimum heat

dissipation.

Another focus of 1992 research

was the destructive physical analysis
(DPA) of flight-model nickel-cadmium

(Ni-Cd) and Ni -H2 cells. Destructive
analysis is generally performed to de-

termine whether cell components are

made to specification and whether
adequate control has been exercised

in manufacturing.

DPA of the Ni-Cd cells indicated

that some cells were negative-limited

on discharge, as evidenced by de-

creasing capacity with each subse-

quent cycle, a sharp drop in voltage

during resistor drain, and attainment

of maximum charge voltage at lower

and lower states of charge.

Analysis of cycled Ni-H2 cells

showed that capacity decay can be

traced to deactivation of the positive

plate active material (as opposed to

loss of electrolyte from the electrode

stack clue to swelling). Some Ni-H:2

cells also showed evidence of the

rapid reaction of oxygen with hydro-

gen (popping) in the form of burn

holes in the negative electrode,

blown off Teflon wet-proofing menl-

brane, and burn marks in the separa-

tor and positive plate. X-ray radiogra-

phy of the cell showed a correlation

between the negative electrode con-

figuration and popping damage.

Physical analysis of Ni-H' battery/ cells is used to investigate anomalous behavior of

the cell, and to track the de'-radatlon of components with cycling and aging.

SPACECKAF7 SUBSYSTEMS

& MECHANISMS

SSTD has extensive experience and

capabilities in spacecraft subsystems

and mechanisms, including the bear-

ing and power transfer assembly

(BAPtA), mome_ntllrll wheels, com-

mand and control automation, atti-

tude determination and orbit control,

and spacecraft power and electrical

systems. SSTD's mechanism and tri-

bological expertise is used to analyze

and test momenturo wheel bearings,

BAPTAs, and solar array drives. Life-

testing of bearings and BAPTAs evalu-

ates lubricant film thickness and the

effects of bearing cage instabilities.

Environmental and subsystem life

testing and evaluation are principal

SSTI) activities. The Division performs

environmental testing for both prod-

uct qualification and research. Recent

activities have included flight vibra-

tion qualification of MMIC amplifiers

and other units for Loral, thermal

vacuum and vibration testing of the

ITALSAT in-orbit test transponder,

static load and vibration testing of the

payload adapter fixture for the COMET

spacecraft, and Ni-H 2 battery cell

calori metre.

PROPAGATION STUDIES

Since the principles that describe

how the propagation rllediurll affects

the quality of a microwave radio link

are similar to the electromagnetic ra-

diation principles used in antenna
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technology, SSTD is a logical choice

for measuring propagation effects.

The Division's expertise covers all

aspects of radio propagation along

earth-space paths in the frequency

range of 1 to 30 GHz and beyond.

SSTD performs propagation impair-

ment modeling, data collection, and

analysis; develops impairment mitiga-

tion techniques and systems; and de-

velops and fabricates propagation

measurement instruments such as

beacon receivers and radiometers.

Division personnel serve as consult-

ants and participate in International

Telecommunications Union/Interna-

tional Radio Consultative Committee

(ITLJ/CCIR) forums. Propagation analy-

sis packages and turnkey systems for

propagation measurements, including

data collection and analysis capabili-

ties, are used to facilitate propagation

studies. Recent work has focused on

Ku-hand uplink power control devel-

opment, the effects of scintillation

on satellite communications, low-

elevation-angle clear-air effects, prop-

agation measurement field support,

and participation in CCIR activities

and conferences.

During 1992, SSTD performed a

wide variety of work for INTELSAT

and Teleglobe of Canada, as well as

for COMSA I World Systems (CWS)

and COMSAT Mobile Communica-

lions (CMC). Projects included the de-

sign, development, and fabrication of

a low-cost Ku-band uplink power

control unit for CWS, and L-hand

propagation measurements for CMC.

As higher frequency bands are

brought into service to alleviate con-

gestion in the lower frequency bands,

it becomes increasingly important to

minimize propagation impairments.

The Division actively supports the de-

velopment of higher frequency bands

for communications services through

R&D on power control, antenna

pointing under adverse propagation

conditions, and wide-area diversity.

This solid model of a C-band lightweight antenna shows the beam-frmin; matrix and

heat pipe thermal control st/stent to demonstrate the possibility/ of integrating a largte

antenna array onto an exist ins' spacecraft bus.

SATELLITE SYSTEM STUDIES

Another area of SSTD expertise in-

volves system engineering trade stud-

ies for satellite systems. The Division

specializes in top-level conceptual

studies leading to cost and perfor-

mance analysis of emerging satellite

systems such as Inmarsat's Project 21,

or future military applications of

commercial satellite systems. Specific

skills include communications perfor-

mance analysis, estimation of traffic

handling and transponders and earth

station capacity, traffic loading, inter-

ference reduction, satellite sizing, and

international standards.

For U.S. Department of Defense

satellite systems, SSTD has experience

with secure, antijam and spread spec-

trum communications, and with mili-

tary satellite systems such as DSCS

and MILSTAR. The Division's capabili-

ties and experience can he applied to

problems confronting U.S. govern-

ment agencies such as the Advanced

Research Projects Agency, DOD, and

others concerned with future UHF,

super high frequency, or extremely

high frequency satellites.

During 1992, SSTD investigated a

high-capacity satellite concept that

could lead to significantly lower cost

per circuit for the year 2010 INTEL-

SAT system. In addition, a study was

performed for the DISA Engineering

Center to determine the feasibility of

using nonlinear adaptive signal pro-

cessing for a satellite-based antijam

capability based on a new device,

Smart AG(-T", invented at COMSAT.

Also in 1992, SSTD led other Labs'

divisions in a major study to provide

global telephony service via hand-

held transceivers operating directly

via satellite. This concept is being ac-

tively investigated by Inmarsat under

the name "Project 21." COMSAT Mo-

bile Communications, as a major

shareholder and Signatory to Inmar-

sat, commissioned COMSAI Labora-

tories to undertake a comprehensive,

detailed analysis of a number of

different satellite systems, each with

the potential to provide direct satellite

service (Inmarsat-P) via a transceiver

handheld terminal.

The technical and financial perfor-

mance of three unique and separate

space segment configurations-

geostationary, low earth orbit, and

intermediate circular orbit- was

evaluated. Parametric models of the

three satellite networks were devel-

oped to support the analysis by de-

signing mission strategies and per-

1
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forming mission analyses of numer-

ous launch vehicles in terms of capa-

bilities, number of spacecraft per

launch, launch payload mass, and

launch cost; communications pay-

load and satellite antennas; spa( e-

ciaft mass and power budgets; and

financial performance for various

amounts of system capacity and

numbers of subscribers. The study

helped CMC to better understand the

technical and financial drivers of

such a system.

SSTD engineers performed concep-

tual configuration studies of ad-

vanced C-band phased-array space-

craft. Solid-model mechanical and

thermal design drawings of the

I

Analytical tools

enable SSTD

engineers to depict

the structural

de formation of an

MAIIC chip

resulting from

temperature-

induced stress.

C-band phased-array payload were support disciplines such as control

developed in preparation for the fab- systems, structural and dynamic

rication phase of the program. analyses, mechanical design, thermal

The Division maintains an exten- analyses, and power systems. Other

sive library of computer software to typical tools include analysis and

Conceptual solid-model corrfiguratiorr
of a spacecraft, with the C-band
payload, integrated into a typical
launch vehiclefairing.

color depiction of thermal material

stress in an MMIC chip under tem-

perature loading, and the dynamic

characteristics of a momentum wheel

bearing.

To facilitate efficient development

of the satellite planning process, a

new computer-aided design tool

called SC Designer'" is being devised

which combines the existing com-

puter programs used by a variety of

SSTD personnel with newly devel-

oped tools. The design and bread-

board implementation of this new

tool was completed in 1992, and

work is continuing toward its full

implementation.

When completed, the tool will as-

sist the satellite system planner in de-

veloping conceptual designs for com-

munications satellites. A planner will

be able to display communications

components such as amplifiers, fil-

ters, mixers, multiplexers, and

switches on a computer screen by se-

lecting with a mouse from a menu of

stored components and connecting

then as desired. The planner can use

this tool to quickly review the power,

mass budget, overall cost, and other

parameters of the proposed design

and reconfigure the topology to ex-

plore alternative designs.
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CTD

The Communications Technology Divi-

sion (CTD) focuses on the couununica-

tions aspects of the end-to-end circuit

connection. Division research and do vel-

opmerit encompasses transmission,

z'ideo, and voice firequencl/ hand process-

ink'; systems simulation; and systems

analysis and sitnthesis. '1'o help mahr-

tain the Competitive edge of satellite

communications, CTD employs ad-

vanced communications system arc)ri-

tectures and technologies to realize

lower equipment costs and improved

transmission efficiency and quality.

Such architecture's and technologies are

enhanced by fire widespread use of d fc i-

till signal processin,^g techniques.

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

MOBILE & PERSONAL

CO?1MV1 LL'VICATIONS

Mobile and personal communica-

tions systems for land, maritime, and

aeronautical applications have be-

come an important part of today's

worldwide wireless communications

networks. Delivery of these services

via satellite affords the advantage of

high-quality global coverage with

minimal restrictions on receiver mobil-

ity anywhere within the satellite beam

(unlike limited-range local wireless or

radio-based personal networks).

Ongoing research and develop-

rllent in satellite-based mobile com-

munications at COMSAT Laboratories

brings together diverse groups from

CTD in the areas of simulation, chan-

nel modeling, digital techniques, and

speech processing. Division capabili-

ties in this area range from system

concept, tradeoff analysis, and simula-

tion, through the design, development,

and implementation of digital and

analog hardware and software.

Recently, CTD investigated the ap-

plication of direct-sequence spread

spectrum code-division multiple

access (DS-CDMA) technology for

satellite-based mobile and personal

communications. Point-to-point and

point-to-multipoint variable-bit-rate

voice and data communications were

evaluated for a DS-CDMA C-band por-

table microterminal with hub-and-

spoke communications, operating

with INTELSAT V satellites and

INTELSAT E2/E3 hubs.

The use of direct-sequence spread

spectrum modulation for both the

C- and Ku-band systems minimizes

interference to adjacent satellites and

terrestrial networks, and simplifies

network control and operation. The

major system parameters (network

operation, call setup, and call take-

down), frequency and power control

methods, public switched telephone

network (PSI N) interfaces, and signal

formats have been established by ex-

tensive detailed analysis and com-

puter simulations.

For personal portable communica-

tions, terminal size, weight, and cost

will be of paramount importance,

particularly for the handheld satellite

communications terminals of the fu-

ture. CTD has already developed

working hardware and software that

implement the complete baseband-

to-IF sections of a small, briefcase-

size Ku-band spread-spectrum-based

satellite terminal, complete with a

multirate data port, a voice port, and

store-and-forward facsimile. Simple

network control software for direct

terminal-to-terminal communication

without a hub was implemented in

the laptop personal computer that is

an integral part of the terminal. The

design incorporates user-friendly

pull-down menus; visual and audi-
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Hub Station

• Antenna & RF
• Modem Control
• FEC Codec
• Voice Codec
• Power Supply
• Data Interface
• Handset

The microterninal includes several kept teclrrrolot'ies-lour-bit-rate voice coding,

portable antennas, and advanced si'na1-processing techniques.

tory call-progress feedback; innova-

tive concepts in call setup, billing,

and recordkeeping; rain-fade com-

pensation; and frequency and power

control.

In keeping with the general trend

toward smaller and smaller terminals,

the Division conducted a major study

on miniaturizing the current L-band

Inmarsat-M mobile terminals, with the

goal of reducing the terminals from

their current hriefcase size to that of a

laptop personal computer or a lunch

box, and eventually, a handheld per-

sonal terminal. Novel concepts in

digital clown-conversion and demodu-

lation, developed as a result of the

study, led to the elimination of a large

number of analog IF components. Pro-

posals for further size reduction in-

( lude using an RF gate array for the

RF/IF down-conversion from L-band,

and developing a semi-custom,

application-specific integrated circuit

(ASIC) for the digital down-conversion.

Also investigated in the study were

baseband processing and the terminal

controller, the user voice/data/fax in-

terfaces, the up-converter and modu-

lator, the power supply, and the

packaging. The Satellite and Systems

Technologies Division at COMSA I

Laboratories developed solutions for

miniaturizing the antenna, the high-

power amplifier, the low-noise ampli-

fier, and the diplexer. Antenna testing

confirmed that a lunch-box-size ter-

minal is feasible with oft-the-shell

technology.

SPEECH, FACSIMILE &

MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING

COMSAI Laboratories' 25-year

record of accomplishments in voice-

band transmission research under-

scores its commitment to high-quality

signal transmission over fixed tele-

phony aril mobile communications

networks. Research on various signal

processing technologies is comple-

mented by a comprehensive objec-

tive and subjective evaluation facility,

and by active participation in na-

tional and international standards or-

ganizations.

CTD's current mobile-terminal

voice coding research focuses on

the development of 1,200-bit/s

source coding techniques to provide

communications-(Iuality perfor-

mance. In 1992, the first develop-

ment phase of a line spectral pair

(ESP) split vector-quantization (VQ)

speech codec was completed. This

1,200-bit/s codec, based on the trans-

formation of linear predictive coding

coefficients to LSPs, exploits inter-

frame and intraframe redundancies to

hermit speech to be encoded with

high intelligibility and speaker feature

retention at low transmission rates.

Mapping to LSPs permits the imple-

mentalion of a split form of V(1 that is

computationally efficient, and also

leads to a natural way of exploiting

the characteristics of human hearing

to achieve more natural-sounding

speech at 1,200 bits.

As the growth of mobile commu-

nications has spurred interest in low-

rate speech coding, parallel growth in

multimedia communications has

highlighted the need for the efficient

transmission of facsimile over mobile

networks. However, transmitting

Group 3 facsimile over narrowband

digital mobile channels presents a

challenge because facsimile signals

are transmitted as high-speed voice-

hand data over the PSTN and cannot

be reliably encoded and transmitted

as voiceband signals by standard

waveform coding techniques operat-

ing below 40 kbit/s. Since the user

data channel capacity in mobile sys-

tems rarely exceeds 16 kbit/s, real-

time interworking with terminals

connected to the PSTN requires spe-

cialized, cost-effective solutions.

Such solutions must reduce band-

width utilization as well as convert

facsimile protocols to a format suit-

able for transmission over digital mo-

bile satellite networks.

In 1992, COMSAT Laboratories

completed the implementation of

real-time facsimile interface units

(Fllis) for the Inmarsat-B, -M, and
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no significant performance degrada-

tion was observed between terrestrial

and single-hop satellite connections.

VIDEO PROCESSING

The facsimile interface unit was designed to compensate for the longer access and

transport link delays encountered in mobile satellite systems.

Aeronautical systems. The FIUs per-

form three basic functions . First, they

convert incoming signal waveforms

from the voiceband to the baseband

domain for transmission over satellite

channels . Second, they remodulate

baseband digital signals received

over the satellite channel and trans-

mit them to the end customer's fac-

simile terminal . Finally , the FlUs per-

form protocol conversions to make

Group 3 facsimile protocols compat-

ible with the transport channel con-

straints of the Inmarsat system.

Today, facsimile transmission is

considered essential for mobile com-

munications . However, another type

of communication-videotelephony

- is expected to become popular

In ISDN video-

telcpphony,

propagation delay

does not adversely

affect the ability to

conununicate as

transmission delay

is graduallit

increased.

5

over fixed integrated services digital

networks (ISDNs) in the future.

In 1992, CTD conducted a study to

subjectively assess the impact of

transmission delay on ISDN videotele-

phony. The study used two 64-kbit/s

video telephones connected over

links that incorporate simulated one-

way circuit propagation delays of 0,

250, and 500 ms-representing a

local connection, a single satellite

hop, and a double satellite hop, re-

spectively. Test participants were

asked to converse over a succession

of circuit conditions randomly incor-

porating each of the three delays. Af-

ter exposure to each condition, the

participants expressed their percep-

tion of link performance. In general,

I 100

Acceptability (%)

Connection-
Quality MOS

1 0
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One-Way Propagation Delay (ms)

Video transmission via satellite is

an effective means of point-to-

multipoint video delivery. Of primary

concern in satellite video transmis-

sion are picture quality and cost-

effectiveness. To achieve these goals,

CTD has focused its video processing

activities on high picture quality and

band width-eff icient transmission

techniques. COMSAT Laboratories

conceptualized the time-multiplexed

television video transmission ) FMTV)

technique many years ago, and re-

cently developed a compact proto-

type codec. Today, TMTV is the only

equipment that can achieve suffi-

ciently high quality for broadcast ap-

plications, with two television signals

in one 36-MHz transponder.

During the last few years, digital

video compression techniques and

very large-scale integration (VLSI)

technology have advanced rapidly,

and more video transmission is be-

coming digital. Compressed digital

video has the potential to deliver

higher picture quality using less

bandwidth. C ID's research in this

area resulted in the invention of

simplified vector quantization (SVQ)

in 1989. This core technology has

been applied to both National Televi-

sion System Committee (NTSC) and

high-definition television (HDTV)

compression.

SVQ Conec

With recent advances in video

compression techniques and VLSI

technology, the compression of video

signals has become cost-effective.

Currently, digital video at bit rates

ranging from 56 kbit/s to 45 Mbit/s is

widely used for various applications.

For satellite transmission of television
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The SVQ-based video codec of/ers a low-cost, high-gnalihl solution fir transmitting

multiple video chancels in a single transponder.

signals, network operators consider

the 45-Mbit/s codec to be the only

digital codec capable of achieving

broadcast quality. However, at this

bit rate only one television signal can

be transmitted in a 36-M1 lz satellite

transponder. For economical point-

to-multipoint transmission of com-

pressed video signals in the satellite

environment, the decoder must be

simple. For other applications, such

as satellite newsgathering, the en-

coder also should he as simple as

possible. CTD has developed a video

coding technique that features a

high compression ratio, moderate en-

coder complexity, and a simple de-

coder. phis technique employs the

proprietary SVQ algorithm in con-

junction with motion estimation/

compensation.

In 1991, CTD designed a video

codec breadboard based on SVQ

technology to evaluate picture quality

at different bit rates. With this system,

high picture quality was expected to

be achievable at around 10 Mbit/s. In

1992, the breadboard system was ex-

tended to a complete prototype

codec by incorporating other essen-

tial processing, including entropy

coding, packetization, forward error

correction (FEC), and buffer control.

The encoder and decoder hardware

has relatively low complexity and

can be sized compactly for produc-

tion. Various video sources, from

sports to movies, were tested on the

prototype, and high-quality video

was demonstrated at 12 to 16 Mhit/s.

At these rates, each 36-MI Iz tran-

sponder can potentially carry three

broadcast-quality N ISC signals. For

applications that require lower bit

rates, the SVQ core technology can be

applied by relaxing the quality con-

straint and modifying some system

modules.

H IGtI-DrFI;NITIO'. TF!.FVISION

The excellent picture quality and

high resolution of HDTV present many

new opportunities for services that de-

mand high-quality video, such as

telemeclicine, remote sensing, and en-

tertainment applications. However,

satellite transmission of HI_)TV re-

quires wide bandwidth and high

power. To reduce earth station size

and satellite power, these require-

ments should be minimized by com-

pressing the HDTV signal. A basic

HDTV compression research effort ini-

tiated by CtD in 1990 led to a con-

tract award from NASA.

As a result of the NASA I IDTV

Phase I study, a subband-based signal

decomposition and reconstruction

method was proposed to reduce the

high-speed processing requirement for

I (DIV. During 1992, CTD developed a

system that splits the luminance signal

into tour spatial subbands. A digital

compression subsystem performs mo-

tion estimation)/compensation and
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SVQ encoding and decoding on one

of those subbands. Analog interface

units for both the transmit and re-

ceive sides were developed to dem-

onstrate the breadboards by using

real HDTV source materials and dis-

playing the results on HDTV monitors.

Although the breadboard system is

not yet a complete codec, it demon-

strates the picture quality resulting

from single-band compression. The

low vertical and the low horizontal

(I 1 ) frequency bands carry most of

the information, and the picture re-

constructed from them is almost in-

distinguishable from the original.

Hardware developed to estimate the

bit rate for the LL band and display

the results on LEDs also confirms a

prediction from earlier software simu-

lations that nearly distortion-free

HDTV compression can be achieved

at bit rates from 27 to 55 Mbit/s.

VIDEO COMPRESSION BASED ON

MOTION COMPENSATION

Motion compensation is a type of

video predictive coding that achieves

a high video compression rate by re-

ducing redundancy in interfrarne

data. A motion compensation coder

first predicts the gray level of each

pixel in the current frame, based on

the video data in the previous frame

and an estimate of interframe motion.

The coder then transmits the predic-

tion error (not the gray level) of each

pixel.

A widely used motion estimation

algorithm is the block matching algo-

rithm (BMA). The video frame is di-

vided into blocks, each containing an

identical number of pixels, and the

BMA generates a constant estimate of

interframe motion, called a motion

vector, for all the pixels in each fixed-

size block. One difficulty with the

BMA is selecting the optimal block

size. A fast-moving video sequence

favors a small block division for ac-

curate motion estimates. Conversely,

.32

for a slow-moving video sequence, a

large block division can reduce the

number of overhead bits necessary to

represent the motion vectors, while

still providing good motion estimates

for each pixel. To mitigate this draw-

back of conventional BMAs, variable-

size BMAs (VSBMAs) were recently

proposed based on the concept of

dynamically adjusting the block size

in accordance with the content of the

video sequence to simultaneously

achieve accurate motion estimation

and low overhead transmission.

A class of quad-tree-based VSBMAs

(QBMAS) was developed by CTD to

achieve a higher video compression

rate than conventional fixed-size

BMAs. The QBMAS are classified into

split-only QBMAs (SQBMAs) and

merge/split QBMAS (MQBMAs). An

fir-level SQBMA-a simpler version of

the QBMA-clivides the video frame

hierarchically into blocks of in differ-

ent sizes, according to a specified dis-

tortion criterion. To achieve optimal

division of the blocks, an rn-level

MQBMA merges four adjacent small

blocks into a large block after the hi-

erarchical splitting is completed.

Computer simulation has projected

that a three-level QBMA can attain

about a 0.3-bit/pixel saving at a 40-clB

quantization signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)

and a t-bit/pixel video coding rate.

The hardware architecture of the

QB.MA is based on a systolic array

structure, which is designed using a

computation regularization proce-

dure to reduce the large computation

redundancy remaining in the Q13MA.

While the complexity of the QBMA

grows exponentially with an increas-

ing number of different block sizes,

the designed systolic array maintains

a moderate increase in hardware

complexity. Compared to a typical

systolic array for a fixed-size BMA, the

designed array for a two- or three-

level QBMA requires less than a

.30-percent increase in hardware

complexity, and can process video

data at the same speed.

TRANSMISSION PROCESSING

The steady increase in satellite sys-

tem usage has motivated an ongoing

effort to improve both the bandwidth

efficiency of the satellite system and

the quality of service to users. In digi-

tal data transmission, this means

higher data rates through a fixed

bandwidth , and better bit error ratio

(BIR) performance . Coding and

modulation systems based on avail-

able link margins have been devel-

oped to optimize bandwidth effi-

cien(-y and performance . A variety of

modems and codecs-from digital

signal processor (DSP)-based, low-

speed designs to 200-Mbit/s, band-

width-efficient coded modulation sys-

tems-were implemented for a wide

range of applications.

DIGlIA!. MODF.AM DEVELOPMENT

A major cost element in any earth

station terminal is the modem equip-

ment. Today's changing require-

ments, coupled with the steadily in-

creasing demand for capacity, have

led to frequent upgrades in the bit

rate of modems, or to a larger num-

The ASIC is utilised in nine distinct

locations tlnrou bout flit, delnodulabr

provins, its flexihilihl in the current design.



her of modems. A variable-bit-rate

modem, whose data rate can be in-

creased to meet the demand for in-

creased traffic capacity, offers an at-

tractive means of cost containment.

COMSAT is currently developing a

variable-rate, flexible-formal, pro-

grammable digital modern (PDM) un-

der contract to NASA's Lewis Re-

search Center. The modem operates

from 2 to 300 Mbit/s with a variety of

modulation formats, including

quadrature PSK, minimum shift key-

ing, 8 PSK, 16 quadrature amplitude

modulation, and 16 PSK. For maxi-

mum flexibility, it also operates in

both burst and continuous modes.

All critical modern functions (i.e.,

data filtering, acquisition, and track-

ing loops) are implemented using a

custom-designed, emitter-coupled-

logic ASIC chip. The chip was de-

signed as a building block for the

high-speed digital signal processing

functions typically used in modem

and other applications.

A further application of the PDM is

for processing on board satellites. The

long lifetime of satellites requires on-

board communications equipment

that is flexible enough to handle sys-

tem upgrades over a number of years.

The flexibility offered by the PDM en-

sures that the capability will exist to

demodulate most possible uplinked

signals.

Another ASIC-based digital modem

is under development to satisfy

continuous medium-data-rate mo-

dem users. It operates from 64 kbit/s

to 20 Mbit/s, with most of its circuitry

contained in a single complementary

metal oxide semiconductor ASIC

chip. Carrier and clock-recovery os-

cillators are implemented using nu-

merically controlled oscillators to ob-

tain wide bit rate performance. The

low parts-count for the overall mo-

dem, and the minimal alignment time

clue to digital implementation, result

in an inexpensive, flexible modem.
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The intermediate data rate (IDR)

outer codec was developed to pro-
vide INTELSAT's IDR digital frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA) ser-

vice with the transmission quality

necessary in modern telecommunica-

tion networks. This was accom-

The measured bit

error rate perfor-

1ltance of

COMSAT's IDR

outer codec at

1.544 Mbit/s

illustrates the

dramatic improve-

ment obtained

with concatenated

coding.

plished by concatenating a high-rate

Reed-Solomon (RS) block code with

the system's existing rate 3/4 convo-

lutional code. A new coding method

has been shown to supply the needed

improvement for the existing IDR sys-

tem by improving the current 1 x 10 -;

threshold BER to 1 x 10-6 without a

loss of transponder capacity.

The hardware designer of the IDR outer codec (the small black box on top of the rack)

conducts bit error rate performance tests with an off - the-shelf IDR modent.



The IDR outer codec was designed

to interface with existing in-service

IDR satellite modems. The hardware

implementation uses a low-cost,

commercially available DSP and an

off-the-shelf RS codec integrated cir-

cuit to accommodate the INTH SAT

Earth Station Standards (IFSS)-308 Ti

and El data rates. Laboratory and

field tests of the unit have shown

measured performance very close to

the theoretical results. Performance

degradation of no more than 0.2 to

0.3 dB was experienced under typi-

cal adjacent channel and co-channel

interference. A field test demonstrated

virtually error-free operation for an

IDR circuit with outer coding operat-

COMSAT engineers prepare to demonstrate flit' superior pertbrntance of the

155-Mbit/s modem with concatenated coding. The system brings fiber optic qualih/ to

the satellite transmission of broadband ISDN and improves BER performance by ti'ur

orders of magnitude.

ing under typical conditions. The test

also proved the interoperability of the

outer codec with existing IDR mo-

dems and associated transmission

equipment over an actual satellite

channel.

As a testament to the success of

the IDR outer codec development

project, a new Appendix was added

to the IFSS specification for IDR ser-

vi(e (IESS-.308). The Appendix in-

cludes an option for outer coding on

open-network INTFLSAT IDR services

and International Business Service

(IBS). The outer codec development

was also singled out as an outstand-

ing example of responding to cus-

tomer needs by one of the largest us-

ers of the INTFI SAT system.

155-Maarr/s MODEA't WITH

CONCATENATED CODING

To facilitate 1.55-Mbit/s broadband

ISDN transmission over satellites, and

to enable 140-Mbit/s fiber optic cable

restoration, C)MSAI recently devel-

oped a versatile, high-speed system

combining octal phase shift keying

(8 PSK) modulation with a concat-

enated variable-rate code. The system

transmits information at rates of

155.52 or 139.264 Mbit/s through a

single 72-MHz transponder. Ihis rep-

resents a capacity increase of up to

29 percent relative to the existing

120-Mbit/s carriers and, more impor-

tantly, allows this bandwidth-efficient

transmission to take place over exist-

ing satellite channels.

The concatenated code employed

by the system includes a high-rate RS

outer code and a multistage rate 8/9

inner code. The power-efficient per-

formance of the combined coded

modulation system is indistinguish-

able from fiber optic cable quality.

The initial testing, performed with

the system operating at the 155.52-

Mhit/s information rate through a lin-

ear channel, resulted in data consis-

tent with both theoretical analysis



A time domain

computer simula-

tion of a realistic

satellite fr tsntis-

sion channel

provided burst

error data for an

INTELSAT IDR

carrier using a

rate 3/4 convolu-

tional FEC code. CL

0
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and Computer simulation. Additional

tests performed with co-channel and

adjacent channel interferers also

yielded excellent results.

SYSTEMS SL%ILILATION,

TESTING & MODELING

COMSAT Laboratories maintains

an extensive capability to model and

analyze problems related to satellite

transmission, in both fixed and mo-

bile satellite services. As the need

arises for new satellite services, trans-

mission modeling is used in develop-

ing new systems solutions and trans-

mission techniques.

CTD conducted a study to para-

metrically quantify the burst error pat-

terns that can occur in digital signals

if insufficient carrier power is avail-

able, or if interference is too high.

These patterns depend on the FEC

30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Burst Duration (bits)

coding scheme employed. In addi-

tion to generating burst error statis-

tics, CTD analyzed the effect that

these errors have on transmission sys-

tems. Particularly with respect to digi-

tal circuit multiplication equipment,

errors occurring in bits that convey

information on how time-multiplexed

voice spurts are to be demultiplexed

have a more serious effect on signal

quality than errors in the encoded

voice data.

In a related effort, CTD studied the

link availability for various low earth

orbit (LEO) and intermediate circular

orbit (ICO) satellite constellations de-

signed to provide telephony service

to handheld terminals. Two candi-

date orbits were compared-a LEO

constellation where the minimum el-

evation angle of the best satellite is

10°, and an ICO constellation, where

the minimum elevation angle is

30' The object of this study was to

assess and compare the ability of

various constellations to provide reli-

able and continuous service in envi-

ronments where shadowing and

blockage are likely. In such environ-

ments, the higher the elevation angle

of the highest satellite, the better the

service capability.

1

0 20 40

Call Duration (minutes)

60

Computer analysis

gives the probabil-

ity that a user, at a

particular location

within a hr/potbet i-

cal cite/scape con-

sisting of buildings

and streets of spe-

cific dimensions,

71 'ill complete a call

lasting n minutes.
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The Network Technology Division

(:NTD) performs R&D related to

anah/sis, design, implementation, and

testing of advanced satellite and

terrestrially based communications

systems. Applications areas include

fixed and mobile satellite networks,

integrated services digital networks,

data communications and protocols,

time-division multiple access, onboard

baseband switching and processing,

intelligent systems, and optical

communications and processing.

Activities within the Division range

from conducting studies to imple-

menting hardware- and software-based

systems. The work carried out in NTD

can be grouped into three categories:

fixed satellite networks, mobile satellite

networks, and interworking between

,^atr•Iliteand terrestrial networks.

FIXED SATF.I.I.ITF. NETWORKS

DOD's CO/si IF. RCIAI. SATLLLITE

C0;v1\tLl\ICATIONS I,VITI;1TIVFs

The Commercial Satellite Commu-

nications Initiatives (CSCI) program is

sponsored by the Defense Informa-

tion Systems Agency to investigate

the capability of commercial satellite

communications systems to meet

current and projected Department of

Defense communications require-

ments. COMSAT, the prime contrac-

tor, and its team members GTE and

TRW, received the CSCI contract for

both fixed satellite service (FSS) and

mobile satellite service (MSS) sys-

tenns. COMSAI Laboratories has

provided extensive systems engineer-

ing support for the development of

FSS and MSS network architectures

and network operations/control

concepts.

ia- -114- -
- - -U-

• USER REQUIREMENTS
• MULTIVENDOR ARCHITECTURES
• NETWORK CONTROL CONCEPTS
• COMMERCIAL/MILITARY INTERFACES

• ANTI-JAMMING CONSIDERATIONS

• RULE-BASED ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

• SPACE SEGMENT REQ.

• USER TERMINAL REQ.

• CONTROL SYSTEM REQ.
• LIFE-CYCLE COST

Tire network architecture shows the ability of commercial satellites to meet DOD's use r

requirements with associated study methodology/.
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COMSAT labs was the first to develop the INTELSAT 120-Mbit/s TDA 'IA terminal in

1982 . Here, NTD personnel complete the final checkout of the terminal.

SFCC.)ND- GEAF.RATION TDMA

The second-generation INTELSAT

120-Mbit/s time-division multiple ac-

cess (TDMA) terminal currently under

development in NTD reduces the

large, 1 2-rack, first-generation TDMA

equipment into a single rack. The ter-

restrial interface capability of this

second-generation terminal is ex-

pandable from 2 to 32 El interfaces,

with 1-to-N redundancy to accom-

modate any size user. In addition

to the reduction in site, features

have been added to the INTELSAT

120-Mbit/s TDMA terminal to im-

prove its efficiency, operation, moni-

toring, and self-testing.

SATELLITE BA'vDWIDTH ON DE MAA'D

Advanced full-featured user inter-

faces are offered for voice telephony,

video teleconferencing, and data

communications, based on the stan-

dard integrated services digital net-

work (ISDN) primary rate interfaces

for both 23B+D and 30B+D. Data

services are targeted to the rapidly ex-

panding local/wide area network in-

terconnect market.

An innovative multitransmission-

rate, multicarrier frequency TDMA ap-

proach provides network bandwidths

sufficient for large user networks that

are capable of operating with either

domestic loopback satellites or the

non-loopback spot beam configura-

tions characteristic of INTEISAT satel-

lites. Multiple transmission rates from

2 to 16 Mbit/s (adjustable on a burst-

by-burst basis) permit mesh connec-

31

tivity for heterogeneous networks of

both low-rate, low-cost customer pre-

mises terminals and higher rate gate-

way hub terminals. FEC coding rates,

also adjustable on a burst-by-burst

basis, permit sufficient integration of

small and large earth stations in the

network.

FRACTIONAL Ti SATELLITE SYSTEM

The TDMA status screen of the user-friendlll terminal in the Operations and Mainte-

nance Center displays the status of each element of the second gemeratiar TOMA termi-

nal,.h•rnn the up- and down-converters to the terrestrial interfaces. From this console,

operators can easilu update terminal confrgw'ation and operational parameters.

The Fractional TI Satellite System

(FTSat) is a variable - rate, bandwidth-

on-demand, single channel per carrier

mesh network developed by COMSAT

Laboratories . FTSat is ideal for service

providers and private businesses that

require point - to-point and point-to-

multipoint connections among geo-

graphically dispersed sites. The system

offers metered , clear-channel simplex,

multipoint, and full -duplex connec-

tions at variable data rates from

19.2 kbit/s to 2.048 Mbit/s, along with

selectable modulation and forward er-

ror correction (FEC). It can carry voice,

data, video , or facsimile traffic.



vices such as routers, video codecs,
and intelligent multiplexers. Periodic

scheduled (time-of-day) and ad hoc

connections can also be defined at
the network management station.

ACTS TDMA

The Network Management Operator infer nce provides functions for 0-1
configuration, monitoring, bandwidth allocatnnel setup and
teardown, accounting, and billingfor FTSaf.

Each traffic station contains a con-

trol unit; one or more automated,

variable-rate data modems; a 1.8- to

2.4-meter antenna; and optional

trackers for operation with inclined-

orbit satellites. Satellite channels may

be requested at a traffic site by a local

operator using a keypad, or automati-

cally by customer equipment using

the International Telephone and Tele-

graph Consultative Committee

(CCITT) V.25his signaling protocol.

This protocol is supported by a large

number of data communications de-

NTD developed several TDMA ter-

minals for NASA's Advanced Conn

munications Technology Satellite

(ACTS) Program, including the net-

work reference station, the 1 10-Mbit/s

traffic terminal, and the 27.5-Mbit/s

traffic terminal. More than 286

boards were produced from 36 cus-

tom designs, and over 60,000 lines of

code were developed. The equip-

ment has been operating flawlessly

since it left the NTD laboratory. Sub-

sequent to delivery of the TDMA

equipment in 1990, N I D has also de-

signed, developed, integrated, and

tested a primary-rate ISDN interface

for the ACTS TDMA.

The 770-Mbit/s

TDMA terminal

provides both ref

erence station and

traffic terminal

functions, along

with special test

equipment to

simulate the

on board hasehand

switch and master

control station

functions for ter-

minal self test.

I ere, final system

checkout is per-

forated before ship-

ment to NASA.

Inset: Thirtit-six

custom board de-

signs were devel-

oped firr the ACTS

TDMA Program.
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Thu' onboard basebaud switch evaluation

board , fabricated with srnl;7ee-ruount

teclrnoh'gr/, allowed testing of critical

elements ofa 1-GII fiber optic baseband

switch . The optical fiber ring provides

a li\htweight, Rr'I-free signal routine

net work.

ONBOARD BASL13AND PROCESSOR &
Hi(H-SPEED O1"77CAI.

IN 1'LRC()NNLC'F RIN G

When used in conjunction with

other onboard processing functions

and multiple spot beams, onboard

baseband switching offers enhanced

service and functionality, leading to

reduced earth station complexity and

cost. Coupled with multiple spot

beams, hasehand switching can pro-

vide interbeam carrier and channel

routing that makes efficient use of

spacecraft mass and power.

NTD is currently developing a

modular basehand switch and associ-

ated processing support functions.

The switch will accept traffic from a

number of digital satellite services,

such as INTELSAT intermediate data

rate (IDR), TDMtA, and International

Business Service (IBS); demultiplex it

to extract baseband information; and

forward it to various output modules/

downbeams for transmission to the

ground.

I he input and output modules are

interconnected via a fiber optic ring

operating in a time-division multiplex

mode. Data transferred over the ring

are routed by means of data-directed

packets. The switch will support six

input and output modules handling a

total throughput of 500 Mbit/s. To

minimize potential risks, certain criti-

cal functions, such as the optic drive

and receiver logic to the fiber optic

ring and clock recovery circuitry,

were fabricated for testing.

Fns! PACK1.1' Slv!Tc!lvcc

Under NASA sponsorship, NTD in-

vestigated a fast packet switching

concept also known as destination-

directed packet switching) as an alter-

native means of switching/routing

user traffic on board the satellite. NTD

is also examining onboard broad-

band ISDN fast packet switching ar-

chitectures for NASA. Under contract,

NTD will develop a proof-of-concept

fast packet switch, which will be fabri-

cated, tested, and delivered to NASA

in 1994. Unique features of the con-

cept design are a switching speed

of 155 Mbit/s, accommodation of

circuit- and packet-switched traffic, a

congestion control mechanism, fault

tolerance, monitoring, and measure-

ment of traffic activity.

COMSAT Laboratories has also pro-

vided technical support in onboard

fast packet switching to SS/Loral and

SPAR, Canada, for the Canadian Ad-

vanced Satcom system, and a review

of onboard clock control procedures

for the N-STAR system.

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR

_SA ELLITE NFTt1•ORKINC

Since 1979, optical technology

R&D at COMSAT Laboratories has fo-

( used on system tradeoff studies and

proof-of-concept hardware develop-

ment. Of specific interest for optical

technology are onboard hasehand

switching, carrier demultiplexirig, an-

tenna beam-forming, and intersatellite

links. The object of this work is to re-

duce the mass, power, and size of the

onboard processing payload, and sub-

sequently to reduce payload and

launch vehicle costs. Application to

high-speed switching and multiplexing

Three examples of optical technology ideally suited for satellite applications (from lift ): a true-time, fiber optic beam forming matrix
for C-band phased -arrant antennas ; an inteS*rated optical waveguide and power splitter using state -of the-art nonlinear materials;

and a baseband , impedance- matched high -efficiency optical transmitter. Each optical technology reduces onboard mass and power

for lower satellite and launch vehicle costs.



for ground segment subsystems is

also envisioned.

In addition to the baseband switch

using the high-speed optical intercon-

nect ring, N I D is working on optical

beam-forming for a C-band phased-

array antenna, optical processing of

frequency-division multiplexed sig-

nals in a bulk demultiplexer, and

nonlinear optical polymer channel

wavegu ides.

With the support of the Laborato-

ries' Microwave Electronics Division,

NTD has developed state-of-the-art

nonlinear optical polymer channel

waveguide devices (a power splitter,

a combiner, and phase shifters) using

Hercules, Inc ., polymer material for

signal distribution and control on

board a satellite. Integrated polymer

channel wavegu ides have a low opti-

cal loss and high modulation band-

width. They require very small volt-

age for electro-optical activity and,

most importantly, allow compatible

low-temperature processing of optical

integrated circuits for monolithic irite-

NOC

Interstation
Signaling

the MSS system design, NTD devel-

oped the design and specification for

the mobile data service, which will

provide packet data services to mo-

bile terminals. In late 1992, the Labs

was selected by the Mexican Institute

of Communications, Inc., to conduct

ground segment definition studies and

write a top-level system specification

for a Mexican MSS system.

FtIC:NTNF.w5-rnr

In 1992 , NTD designed and devel-

oped a broadcast communications

server ( BCS) to support COMSAT Mo-

bile Communications ' (CAC's)

FlightNewsT 1 service . FlightNewsTM

will provide constantly updated news

text and graphics to long-haul com-

mercial flights via the Inmarsat Aero-

nautical system.

As the key element in this service,

the BCS functions as the interface be-

tween news composition worksta-

tions and CMC aeronautical ground

earth stations ( DES's ). It is responsible

for managing priorities , transmitting

Mobile Terminal
Traffic & Signaling

L-Band Beams

X11111111116W -

Using the AMSCTMI MSS system, mobile terminals and feeder - link earth stations (TES's) can access one or more geostationant

satellites to provide communications services to land, rrrarit ime , and aeronautical users. COMSAT bibs' design includes the Nret-

rvork Control Center (NCC), the Network Operations Center (NOC), the FES's, the data hub , and the mobile terminals.

gration with other active devices on

semiconductor wafers.

MOBILE SATELLITE

NETWORKS

MOBILE SATELLITE SYSTENT5

The American Mobile Satellite

Corporation (AMSC) and (elesat Mo-

bile, Inc . ( I Nil), are implementing the

North American Mobile Satellite Ser-

vices ( MSS) system , initially using two

dedicated satellites , one owned by

AMSC and the other by TMI. COMSAT

Laboratories designed the ground seg-

nment for the new system , including

communications channel design,

transmission performance , signaling,

protocol simulation , maintenance and

restoral, echo control , Group 3 fac-

simile, and ISDN compatibility. A top-

level system specification and eight

detailed lower level specifications for

individual system elements were writ-

ten, and a system design and cost

model were provided . In addition to

Mobile Terminal
Traffic & Signaling

Ku-Band Beam
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When incorporated into he transmission path, this satellite -compatible broadband
ISDN hardware will all satellite service providers to meet CCITT performance re-
quirements and will ATM practicable over satellite links . Here, an NTD engi-
neer tests the ATM li hancer circuit board.

schedules, and aging news items

composed by workstation operators.

It also implements the highly optimal,

NTD-designed Aeronautical Multicast

Messaging Protocol over Inmarsat

GES-specific data broadcast signal

units, sent via X.25 switched virtual

circuits to GES's. The signal units

broadcast by the GES's are received

by aircraft satellite news units, which

regenerate news items in a format

suitable for video projection.

CONTROL & NLTWORKING FOR

SATTLI:ITL-B.-tSI-I) HANDHELD

C0,\ 1A IUNIc:t 17O:N S SYSTEMS

In 1992 the Laboratories per-

formed a study for CIv1(' on geosta-

tionary earth orbit (GEO ), intermedi-

ate circular orbit (ICO), and low earth

orbit (LEO) satellite systems for hand-

held personal communications ser-

vices. As part of the overall effort,

NTD conducted a detailed investiga-

tion of associated communications,

signaling, and network control con-

cepts for successfully implementing

the three scenarios.

Signaling protocols for demand-

assigned multiple access (DAMA)

were developed, and onboard base-

band switching architectures were

studied. Control techniques to avoid

interference in regions where LEO

satellite constellation coverage over-

laps were also investigated. The fre-

quency of handoffs for LEO systems

was determined, and techniques for

making handoff decisions were ex-

amined.

INTERWORKING OF

SATELLI'T'E & TERRESTRIAL

NETtvORKs

BROADBAND ISDN

Widespread deployment of broad-

band ISDN (t3ISDN) is expected in the

near future. In contrast to circuit-

switched paradigms used in the past,

BISDN uses a fast packet-switching

technique called asynchronous trans-

fer mode (ATM) to provide connection-

oriented hearer services for diverse

applications such as voice, video, and

data. NTD is involved in the design

and development of protocols, algo-

rithms, hardware, and software that

will enable BISDN to be deployed ef-

fectively over satellite links.
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Currently, the performance of ATM

(i.e., the cell discard probability) is

unacceptable over satellite links,

given the error characteristics associ-

ated with the high link rates used in

BISDN. NTD has developed a tech-

nique that provides for orders of mag-

nitude of improvement in the perfor-

mance of satellite-hased ATM, and is

now developing hardware that imple-

ments these ATM link enhancement

techniques.

N I D has developed a satellite-

efficient Service-Specific Connection-

Oriented Protocol (SS(()P), which is

currently undergoing standardization

in the International Telephone and

Telegraph Communications Commit-

tee and the American National Stan-

dards Institute. This protocol, a sub-

layer within the ATM adaptation

layers (classes 3, 4, and 5), will en-

able data applications to achieve

throughput performance over satellite

BISDN which is comparable to that of

fiber-based networks.

NTD is also investigating conges-

tion control and call admission con-

trol, two issues that are very impor-

tant for technologies such as ATM

which employ statistical multiplex-

ing. The propagation delay associated

with satellite links has a significant

impact on BISDN congestion control.

NTD has developed algorithms that

can reduce this impact and effec-
tively control congestion.

Call admission control, which

deals with the efficient management

of network resources, is also a com-

plex issue for BISDN. Call admission

control must take into account the

call parameters (average rate, peak

rate, and maximum burst size) to

meet the various service require-

ments, while ensuring that the quality

of existing calls is not affected. NTD is

studying the use of neural network

Icrchnolo-v for resource management

in s<itcllit(' nemorks.

ISD1N SATELLITE SWITCH

The goal of NTD's ISDN satellite

switch development program is to

provide high-quality, cost-effective

ISDN services via satellite. Efficient in-

tegration of ISDN with a satellite com-

munications network is achieved by

using powerful out-of-band ISDN sig-

naling and by exploiting the inherent

strengths of the satellite system,

namely, its accessibility to a widely

dispersed community of users and

the mu ltipoint/broadcast nature of

satellite communications channels.

NTD developed the ISDN satellite

switch to demonstrate the feasibility

of this integration.

The ISDN satellite switch processes ISDN signaling
messages and allocates satellite capacity on der nand, al-
lowing efficient use of the satellite bandwidth resources.
The switch has been successfully integrated and tested
jvith a number of co,unrercial ISDN PBXs.

The effectiveness of carrying ISDN

traffic over satellites was demon-

strated through field trials. One such

trial, conducted jointly with AT&T,

enabled scientists at Corning, N.Y., to

conduct project reviews with scien-

tists at St. Petersburg, Russia. The

ISDN satellite switch played a key

role in allowing AT&T's PBX Definity

to work with its Integrated Access

Terminal, to provide switched ISDN

connections to end users and to opti-

mize satellite resources. A second

test was conducted at the Multi-

Media Services Showcase (part of the

National Institute of Standards and

Technology-sponsored TRIP'92),

where vicleoconferencing, personal

videoconferencing (workstation to

workstation), data, Group iv fac-

simile, and voice were demonstrated

via satellite.

MORILF SATF1 LITF/TFRRFSTRIAL

CFI,LLII.AR TNTFRWVORKINC

Land-mobile satellite communica-

tions is experiencing explosive

growth, with second-generation land-

mobile satellite systems such as

Inmarsat-M being deployed world-

wide. These systems can stand alone,

or complement terrestrial cellular sys-

tems, which typically provide lower

cost services in metropolitan areas.

Terrestrial cellular systems are not

cost-effective in rural areas because

the low population density makes

the initial cost of setting up such sys-

tems uneconomical. Given its larger

coverage capability, a land-mobile

satellite system can easily serve such

areas without additional ground seg-

ment equipment. It can also share the

traffic when the cellular system is

congested. With access to two sys-

tems, users of dual-mode terminals

can also benefit from increased ser-

vice availability.

Recognizing the importance of

dual-mode operation for land-mobile

satellite systems, NTD is investigating



various issues related to cellular sys-

tem interworking. The feasibility of

providing call handoff and automatic

routing has been investigated. The in-

tersystem operations defined by the

U. S. Interim Standard (IS)-41 proto-

cols were analyzed, and potential

shortcomings in the standard dealing

with call handoff between satellite

and land-mobile systems were identi-

fied. In the case where the earth sta-

tion operates in a stand-alone manner

within the satellite network, the inter-

system operations subsystem includes

the home location register and visitor

location register databases.

D1 T.-1 C.o..1,\1 UNICA IIONS

With the increasing use of per-

sonal computers, workstations, and

local area networks, data communi-

cations has become one of the fastest

growing communications segments.

NTD is developing technologies to

improve the efficiency of data com-

munications over satellite circuits.

The X.75 protocol converter units

developed for INTFLSAT provide for

the efficient deployment of this proto-

col (used to interconnect national

public data networks) over satellite

links. A satellite-efficient protocol

which incorporates multisclective re-

peat error recovery was developed as

part of this project. This protocol pro-

vides for throughput efficiency

greater than 75 percent, even in the

presence of degraded link bit error

rate (BER) conditions (10-'). The pro-

tocol converters also incorporate an

advanced multiprocessor architecture

that can support multiple X.75 link

rates operating at 2.048 Mbit/s.

NTD developed the Wide Area

Communications Server MACS) for

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (IPL)

for use in its Deep Space Information

Network. The network moves data

The' N' TD-developed wide area coammunaications server provides NASA's jet Propulsion

Laboratont with efficient data coananuaaications over satellite links. The wide area

server enables JPL to collect deep space data over satellites with data throughput com-

parable to those of fiber optic cables.

gathered by tracking stations in Cali-

fornia, Australia, and Spain from sev-

eral NASA probes to IPL in Pasadena,

California. The WACS units can use

terrestrial or satellite links to connect

local area networks that are based on

standard networking protocols and

implements the COMSAT time se-

quence protocol to dramatically

improve data transfer throughput per-

formance over satellite links. In labo-

ratory tests using transmission control/

internet application protocols over a

10-6 BER, 1.544-Mbit/s satellite link,

the units consistently achieved

85-percent link efficiency, compared

with 65-percent efficiency obtained

without the WACS.

Q.SAT PIo1000L

The satellite subnetworks used to

link terrestrial networks are not inte-

grated into the Signaling System

No. 7 network ; instead, they provide

semipermanent circuits between in-

ternational switching centers. For effi-

cient delivery of ISDN services, and

increased network efficiency from the

sharing of satellite resources, inter-

working is required between terres-

trial ISDNs and satellite subnetworks.

A new signaling interface between an

international switching center and the

satellite subnetwork will fulfill this re-

quirement.

The new interface will make it

easier to provide N x 64-kbit/s ISDN

connections in a resource-efficient

manner (bandwidth on demand

within the satellite subnetwork),

which is not possible under current

configurations. More importantly, it

will pave the way for the satellite

subnetwork to provide the fiber-

equivalent quality of service required

for many data applications and

Group 4 facsimile carried over ISDN

connections.

bk^



SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The System Development Division

(SDD) provides solutions to engineering

problems prinmril y through the develop-

pent ofsoftware systems and tools.

SDD desig*ns Systems to allocate corn-

rnunications resources and to monitor

and control communications networks.

It also develops operations and engineer-

ing too ls that model and evaluate the ar-

chitectures and perforrrunnce of complex

commu nications systems and compo-

nents , both planned and operational.

SDD's capabilities in software engi-

neer ing and computer technolog ies are

maintained at a state-of- the-art level by

an in-house research program . The staff

rrraintains expertise in essential support-

ing technologies such as databases, user

interfaces , and distributed processing.

Division personnel are experienced in

using military and industry software

life-c cle dei'elopment methodologies

and adhering to standards such as

DOD-STD-2161'A and IEEE software

engineering standards.

SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

IMPAIRMENTS PROGRAMS

An area of concern in a large com-

munications system is quality of ser-

vice. As a system grows more com-

plicated and operates closer to its

limits, it is more likely that the quality

of the communications links will be

compromised. For complex systems,

such as the INTELSAT system, trans-

mission planning software is used to

ensure that the required quality of

service will be met. The INTELSAT

system provides international and do-

mestic telephone, video, and data

communications services using sev-

eral different series of geostationary

satellites located over the Atlantic,

Pacific, and Indian ocean regions.

These satellites permit multiple reuse

of the allocated RE bandwidth

through either spatial separation of

the beams or polarization isolation.

The RE bandwidth of each satellite is

divided into segments based on the

frequency hand and beam connec-

tion employed to meet traffic require-

ments. Banks of satellite transponders

reuse these frequency segments.

Version 6 of the Satellite Transmis-

sion Impairments Program (SIRII'6)

software is used by IN IELSAT to sup-

port transmission planning on its sat-

ellites. STRIP6 employs transmission

impairments analysis algorithms,

along with substantial supporting

specifications and measured data, to

evaluate and optimize the perfor-

mance of all carriers in a satellite

transponder hank. The impairments

computed by STRIPE for each carrier

include thermal noise, interference,

and intermodulation. A power optimi-

zation analysis determines the carrier

power levels necessary to enable the

worst carrier in the plan to achieve an

acceptable level of performance. This

analysis considers both clear-sky and

rain-degraded conditions.

Developed by COMSAT 20 years

ago, the original version of STRIP was

intended to evaluate and optimize

frequency-division multiplexing

(FL)NM)/FM carrier performance on

INTELSAT I\% satellites, but has been

enhanced over the years to model

characteristics for digital, time-

division multiple access (TDMA), and

television services on subsequent

spacecraft series. Because STRIP6 is

nearing the end of its design life,

modifications for modeling new

spacecraft and services are becoming

increasingly difficult and costly. The

program requires a long run-lime and

is difficult to use. During 1992, SDD

developed the functional design for a

replacement software system, STRIP7.

The STRIP7 effort began with a re-

quirements analysis. A study was

made of the capabilities and limita-

lions of STRIP6 and the enhancements

required in the new system, as well

as INTELSAT's long-term objectives for

corporate data management and a
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distributed computing environment.

The basic algorithms and models

used in STRIPE were left largely intact

for STRIP7, since they have proven to

be reliable and consistent . Additional

algorithms were defined for the new

program functions.

STRIP7 will use a distributed archi-

tecture , in which high -performance

computers and data servers commu-

nicate with an interactive user inter-

face, which will provide ease of use

and immediate , comprehensive diag-

nostics feedback . The system will in-

clude a relational database manage-

ment system consist e nt with

INTELSAT 's shared-data environment.

The entire system will consist of

seven independent modules. Five

modules will interact to perform

STRIP7 analysis , while the sixth and

seventh will be executed to maintain

the STRIP7 relational d atabase man-

agement system . All STRIP7 execut-

ables will reside on multiple UNIX

processors for efficient workload dis-

tribution , with the exception of the

user interface and the database ad-

ministrator interface modules, which

will reside on tBM-compatible per-

sonal computers (PCs).

All personal computers and UNIX

processors will communicate with

each other over the INTELSAT local

area network ( LAN). Interprocess

communications will be imple-

mented using sockets and /or remote

procedure calls or Structured Query

Language queries. Specifications

were developed for external inter-

faces to the system , including inter-

active users , batch users , and users

from other environments at INTELSAT.

SDD expects that the new system

will be easy to maintain and en-

hance , while providing greatly im-

proved performance over STRIPE,

with new analysis and diagnostic ca-

pabilities . The proposed STRIP7 sys-

tem is scheduled for implementation

in mid-1933.

ENGINEERING

WORKBENCHES

Large international communica-

tions networks such as those of

INTELSAT and Inmarsat are very com-

plicated systems. In order to use the

systems effectively and serve as sig-

natory to the organizations, COMSAT

must have ready access to the operat-

ing characteristics of each system.

This availability is provided by analy-

sis tools call(xl engineering work-

benches.

I he COMSAT World Systems

(CWS) Workbench developed by SDD

provides a common, interactive user

interface to the CWS Relational Data-

base Management Facility (a techni-

cal database of INTELSAT satellite sys-

tem and earth station parameters) and

to several analysis programs and

functions developed for CWS by the

Division ' s Systems Analysis Software

Department . The software runs under

the Ultrix operating system o n engi-

neering workstations , and uses the

X Window System , the Open Soft-

ware Foundation ( OSf1/Motif, and

COMSAI' s AXIS development envi-

ronment.

The workbench includes the abil-

ity to view and prepare reports of

INTELSAT earth station, satellite, sig-

natory , and frequency planning data.

Users may interactively select fields

from the database for inclusion in a

report , constrain the data to be re-

trieved , and specify the order of re-

trieval . Once a report is generated, a

user can sort , rearrange , or delete col-

umns from it. Moreover , the reporting

facility has been enhanced to allow

report results to be plotted on a world

Si stems anah/Sts software engineers rei'itwt, the new .features of the CWS Workbench.

The screen displai/ includes the earth station report generator, the mapping facility,

and a scanned block diaX'rani.



map. For example, a user can retrieve

all the U.S. Standard A antennas from

the database, then click a button to

plot them on a world map. The lay-

out and contents of the map are also

easily changed-any portion can be

rotated, scaled, or zoomed in on, or

the map may he saved for later modi-

fication.

INTELSAT antenna coverage pat-

terns were recently added to the

mapping feature. After a user speci-

fies an INTELSAT satellite location, the

workbench displays a list of antenna

beam patterns available for that satel-

lite. Uplink or downlink contours

may be plotted for one or more an-

tenna beans.

The CWS Workbench expansion

also includes three separate "calcula-

tors." The first computes look angles

for a given satellite location and a

given point on the earth. A user can

select IN IELSAT satellite and earth sta-

tion data from the database, or enter

non-INTELSAT values. The second

Calculator converts a point of latitude

and longitude stored in degrees,

minutes, and seconds to decimal val-

ues, and vice versa, and the third

converts a point in earth coordinates

to satellite-centered coordinates, and

vice versa.

The COMSAT Mobile Communica-

tions (CMC) Workbench is similar to

the CWS Workbench-they share the

same mapping, calculator, and data

viewing and reporting features. How-

ever, the CMC Workbench retrieves

data from the Mobile System Data-

base-a technical database of Inmar-

sat satellite system, land earth station,

and mobile terminal parameters.

Recent expansion of the CMC

Workbench allows the viewing and

reporting of Inmarsat signatory and

Inmarsat-A and -C terminal distribu-

tion data. With the addition of a fea-

ture for viewing block diagrams of

Inmarsat system components, a user

can display and print an image that

has been scanned into the work-

bench.

Both workbenches are continually

being improved with new features

and updated system data. Items such

as mobile terminal data for the Inmar-

sat system will be added, and link

COMMON NETWORK
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
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budget calculations will soon be

available in each workhench,

LLN'IVERSAL MODEM SYSTEM

In addition to developing analyti-

cal tools, SDD is expert in devising

software systems that actively moni-

tor and control communications sys-

tems. This capability is provided to

customers outside of COMSAT, as well

as to intracorporate lines of business.

The Division is currently designing

a planning, monitoring, and control

facility-the Interim System Planning

Computer (ISPC)-for the U. S. Army's

Universal Modem System (UMS). The

UMS will provide fixed-ground, trans-

portable-ground, airborne, and ship

users with survivable anti jam, antis-

cintillation, low-probability-of-

exploitation interoperable digital data

communications. It will use nonpro-

cessing transponders on U.S., British,

French, and NA IC) satellites, includ-

ing DSCS II and III, SKYNET 4,

SYRACUSE, and NATO III and Iv. The

ISPC will provide scenario definition,

resource allocation, monitoring, data-

IEEE 802.3

VAXSTATION 4000 TZ 30 95 - MBYTE TAPE DRIVE

LK201 KEYBOARD

Block dine ram of

the Interim Sys-

tem Planning

Cornprrter for the

U.S. Army's Uni-

versal Modem

Silstenr.
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base dissemination, control hand-

over, and computer operations, as

well as general support for the UMS.

SDD's work is in support of Magna-

vox, the prime contractor for the UMS

development.

IS PC Pt_1N'CIIO.v'

The ISPC will operate on both the

system and network levels. A system

may span five satellites and include

up to 32 networks and 512 modems,

whereas a network is limited to a

single satellite and may include up to

128 modems. Specifically, the ISPC

• Plans communications scenarios,

including network architecture,

requested circuits, resources avail-

able to support user requests, and

anticipated threat levels.

• Controls external equipment to

generate cryptographic keys, and

then assigns, distributes, and tracks

the keys.

• Allocates satellite, earth terminal,

and modem resources, including

power, bandwidth, and end user

equipment.

• Calculates the satellite ephemeris

to enable modems to determine

satellite-to-earth-terminal range

and range rate (Doppler shift).

• Disseminates databases to inform

other ISPCs and LJMs of plans.

• Monitors UMS status and compli-

ance with resource limits.

• Reallocates resources and recon-

figures the VMS in response to

threats or changes in communica-

tions needs.

• Manages both planned and un-

planned handover of control func-

tions to other ISPCs, to ensure VMS

survival.

• Manages ISPC startup, recovery af-

ter brief outages, and shutdown.

• Provides general support func-

tions, including database manage-

ment, operator interface, alarm

and message handling, and log-

ging and retrieval.

An SDD software engineer dez'elops the operator inter/ace for the ISPC. This em'iron

»rent includes dual displays and the X Window Si/steer.

• Emulates the operator interface

units for collocated UMs.

The ISPC hardware includes dual

screens controlled from a single key-

board and mouse, and uses the VMS

operating system. The ISPC source

code is being written in the Ada pro-

gramming language, and the software

development process conforms to the

requirements of Department of De-

fense Standard DOD-STD-2167A.

ISPC O1'EIv1TOR INI ERI.1GE

A prototype ISPC operator interface

developed using the advanced fea-

tures of the AXIS user interface devel-

opment environment was used to

demonstrate ISPC system capabilities

to Magnavox. It was also evaluated

by human factors engineers and end

users. Their combined feedback will

form the basis for system revisions.

SDD's capability for rapid prototyping

will result in the design and imple-

mentation of a higher quality product

for Magnavox and the U.S. Army.

The operator interface under de-

velopment for the ISPC is an interac-

tive dialog interface based on the

X Window System , OSF/Motif, and

CO`ISAT' s AXIS Toulkit. The interface

controls two screens , so an operator

can, for example , position monitoring

dialogs on one screen and planning

dialogs on the other.

ISPC Rr1..4TU)' u D.4TABASr

The ISPC relational database stores
enough system and network data to
define a 32-network IJMS. The data

are both scenario-independent and

scenario-dependent. (A scenario de-
fines how system or network equip-

ment and resourc e' are set up and



allocated to respond to an anticipated

threat environment.) The ISPC: stores

up to 10 system scenarios and 10 net-

work scenarios per network; plus, an

operator can create scenarios for

"what-if" planning.

All system data are automatically

disseminated to the other ISPCs in the

system, and all network data to those

ISPCs that serve as alternate network

controllers. An operator can also elect

to transfer unofficial data to other

ISPCs. Automatic dissemination of

these data provides redundancy and

helps ensure the survival of the UMS.

EPI IL,\lERIS CALCLILAT1o,

Ephemeris calculations are de-

signed to manage and perform all

computations within the ISPC that are

concerned with predicting satellite

position and velocity. Ephemeris cal-

culations are used primarily by the

UM to predict earth-terminal-to-

satellite range and Doppler effects for

up to 36 days into the future. I here

calculations are necessary because

satellite orbits may be inclined up to

12° from the equatorial plane. Based

on the precise state of the satellite at

a single known point in time, a so-

phisticated four-body orbit model is

used to predict the position and ve-

locity of the satellite at hourly inter-

vals over an operator-defined sched-

ule. A Gaussian "variation of

parameters" formulation of the equa-

tions of motion expresses the accel-

eration of the satellite as a function of

the forces acting upon it. The relevant

forces modeled are the point-mass

gravitational forces of the earth, sun,

and moon; the nonsphericaI compo-

nent of the earth's gravitational po-

tential; and solar radiation pressure.

The equations of motion are numeri-

cally integrated using the Bulirshe-

Stoer method to predict precision

state vectors at intervals of (nomi-

nally) I hour for each (lay, over the

36-day period.
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The output of this process is a

table of Keplerian orbital parameter

sets for the period-one set for each

day. Each set defines an elliptical

Keplerian orbit obtained by a least-

squares error fit of the precision state

vectors generated for that day to the

simpler two-body model of the UAI.

One such Keplerian parameter will

allow the UM to run the simpler or-

bital niodel for a day to predict earth-

terminal-to-satellite range and Dop-

SDD's Database Team for the Universal
Modem System project reviews rela-

tional database triggers to ensure refer-
ential data infegrify.

pier effects to the desired accuracy in

order to aid the UM in acquiring and

tracking signal timing and frequency.

RFSoLIRCr A LL OCATION'

The resource allocation function

determines the terminal and satellite

resources (power, bandwidth, and

user equipment) required for a speci-

tied system scenario. I he power re-

quired for each UMS circuit, refer-

enced to the input of the satellite



transponder, is determined by a basic

link budget computation that ac-

counts for the satellite transponder

nonlinearity, which introduces inter-

modulation prcxlucts and also ac-

counts for small-signal suppression at

the transponder output. The model

for the nonlinear transponder is de-

rived from [lie COMSAT Intermodula-

tion Analyzer (CIA), which approxi-

mates transponder nonlinearities by

using a Fourier-Bessel expansion with

constant coefficients. The effects of

jamming, high-altitude nuclear explo-

sions (introducing scintillation), and

atmospheric fading are also included

in the analysis.

In circuit power allocation, the re-

quired signal power must be deter-

mined for each circuit, given the link

maximum bit error rate (BER), which

determines the minimum energy-per-

bit to noise-power density ratio

(Et,/N0) required at the receive termi-

nal. From this, the carrier-to-noise ra-

tio (C/N) needed at the receive termi-

nal for each circuit in the UM network

can be determined. These C/N's can

then be used to establish the satellite

transponder input powers required

for satisfactory circuit performance.

AXIS USER INTERFACE

DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENT

In addition to developing software

tools for solving engineering prob-

lems, SDD pursues an active research

program that investigates new soft-

ware engineering principles and

computer technology.

AXIS, COMSAT's user interface de-

velopment environment (UIDE), was

enhanced during 1992 with an Ada

binding for use on VMS. Binding the

C language toolkit with Ada required

a revised AXIS architecture, and the

result was a nearly identical interface

across both languages. SDD also re-

fined the AXIS Toolkit and rapid

prototyping tools.

OBJECT-ORIENTED

SOFTIV ARE

As part of its overall strategy of es-

tablishing reusable libraries, SDD is

developing a reusable object class li-

brary for use in all C++ software de-

velopment. This library combines en-

hanced public domain classes with

in-house-developed software to cre-

ate an American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) standard class library

that will enhance the productivity of

object-oriented software develop-

ment projects.

GRAPHICS &

VISUALIZATION

During the past year, SDD began

developing GRAXIS, a graphics pack-

age that supports general two- and

three-dimensional (2D and 3D)

graphics, visualization, and user inter-

action tools. GRAXIS will complement

AXIS with complex graphic tools; flex-

ible, high-performance and highly

portable graphics capabilities; and an

object-oriented graphics library.

The keystone of GRAXIS is the

specification of an object-oriented

application programmer interface

(API) for generating 2D and 3D inter-

active graphics. A graphics library

based on this API will be imple-

nmerited using C++ and the reusable

object class library.

A commercial off-the-shelf graph-

ics library serves as the rendering

layer under the object-oriented API,

providing the basis for the develop-

merit of more functions. A separate

driver to the rendering layer will be

written, so that different libraries can

be used if necessary.

With the development of an in-

house, object-oriented API, SDD's

graphics tools will he portable to any

platform-a PC or high-end worksta-

tion. The API layer will be indepen-

dent of both the underlying graphics

drivers and the underlying rendering

library routines. I his three-tiered sys-

tem, used in the leading commerc ial

pa( kages, allows for true portability.

Next year, SDD plans to develop

interaction and visualization tools us-

ing AXIS and GRAXIS. These tools will

include an interactive mapping facil-

ity, as well as interactive charting and

plotting applications.
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